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Abstract

In this paper we illustrate how novel AI methods can improve the performance
of intelligence analysts. These analysts aim to make sense of — often conflicting
or incomplete — information, weighing up competing hypotheses which serve to
explain an observed situation. Analysts have access to numerous visual analytic
tools which support the temporal and/or conceptual structuring of information
and collection, and support the evaluation of alternative hypotheses. We believe
however that there are currently no tools or methods which allow analysts to
combine the recording and interpretation of information, and that there is little
understanding about how software tools can facilitate the hypothesis forma-
tion process. Following the identification of these requirements, we developed
the CISpaces (Collaborative Intelligence Spaces) decision support tool in col-
laboration with professional intelligence analysts. CISpaces combines multiple
AI-based methods including argumentation theory, crowdsourced Bayesian anal-
ysis, and provenance recording. We show that CISpaces is able to provide sup-
port to analysts by facilitating the interpretation of different types of evidence
through argumentation-based reasoning, provenance analysis and crowdsourc-
ing. We undertook an experimental analysis with intelligence analysts which
highlights three key points. (1) The novel, principled AI methods implemented
in CISpaces advance performance in intelligence analysis. (2) While designed as
a research prototype (at TRL 3), analysts benchmarked it against their existing
software tools, and we provide results suggesting intention to adopt CISpaces in
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analysts’ daily activities. (3) Finally, the evaluation highlights some drawbacks
in CISpaces. However, these are not due to the technologies underpinning the
tool, but rather its lack of integration with existing organisational standards
regarding input and output formats. Our evaluation with intelligence analysts
therefore demonstrates the potential impact that an integrated tool building on
state-of-the-art AI techniques can have on the process of understanding complex
situations, and on how such a tool can help focus human effort on identifying
more credible interpretations of evidence.

1. Introduction

An intelligence analyst’s job is to construct coherent hypotheses despite sig-
nificant gaps and inconsistencies in gathered evidence, and present them clearly
to decision-makers to inform their interventions [34].

Current automated systems to support the day-to-day practice of analysts
are (almost) exclusively focussed on two aspects of the problem. The first is
data collection, aggregation and visualisation [37, 103]. Such tools help analysts
collate, inspect and interact with a large dataset, and support the identification
of relationships, for example through link analysis [67]. Recently, crowdsourc-
ing tools that enable the public to contribute information have also been in-
troduced to integrate more traditional intelligence collection approaches [80].
The second problem on which tools focus involves listing and weighing up al-
ternative hypotheses [34], through automated analysis of competing hypotheses
[76, 8, 79, 81]. This analysis requires that all alternative hypotheses be identified
from available evidence, and, if aided by automated inferential reasoners such
as Bayesian networks [76], the tools also require that each (aggregated) piece of
evidence is given a weight or a degree of certainty.

We observe, however, that there is a gap in technology that supports the
process that analysts perform after inspecting the data, and before the identi-
fication of hypotheses. The task of the analyst here involves the structuring of
evidence in a consistent manner to select plausible hypotheses. This is currently
done manually, supported only by generic spreadsheet and text-processing tools.
The challenge — which we seek to address in this research — is to understand
how automated reasoning can best complement human expertise in this eviden-
tial reasoning process.

Experienced analysts currently identify plausible hypotheses using a combi-
nation of manual approaches to assess available evidence, establish what infor-
mation is credible, and understand what additional evidence may be required
or what questions to ask to determine plausibility. This activity may be time
critical so as to enable effective situational understanding, which poses signifi-
cant challenges for individual analysts. The volume and variety of information
that analysts must consider is significant, and, evidence may be unreliable or
conflicting, with important information missing. Collaboration may be used to
provide peer-review, sharing the burden of analysis and helping in the validation
of conclusions [34]. Such collaboration, however, requires analysts to work with
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a common model and a consistent world-view, which is hard to achieve in the
real world.

When data is diverse and comes from different sources, analysts must reason
about the reliability of the evidence leading to claims from information such as
how, where, when and by whom the evidence was gathered and analysed. Cog-
nitive biases may inadvertently be introduced in the process, preventing an
analyst from drawing accurate conclusions. This process of interpreting evi-
dence relies heavily on the expertise and training of analysts, and there is a
distinct lack of methods to ease the high cognitive burden involved in forming
hypotheses. Furthermore, there is a general lack of understanding of how the
hypothesis formation process works, as it is not normally recorded, making it
difficult for senior analysts to pass on their analytical skills to trainees. The an-
alytical process is also resistant to automation due to the significant knowledge
engineering effort required to process data and express reasoning patterns [49].

In this paper we illustrate how novel AI methods, based on a combination of
argumentation theory, crowdsourcing and provenance reasoning, can contribute
to improved performance in intelligence analysis. While existing systems care
mostly about information presentation and collection [37, 103, 5, 8], we co-
designed our software tool — CISpaces — with intelligence analysts to focus on
the sensemaking activities around forming hypothesis from available evidence
using patterns of defeasible inferences, or argumentation schemes [100]. Our
formal evaluation of CISpaces using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
[23, 95, 96] provides evidence that intelligence analysts benefit from the support
they receive from the tool in their sensemaking activities.

The contributions of this paper are thus many fold.

• In Section 3, we provide a blueprint for further co-design of artificial intel-
ligence driven tools, by showing how to govern the process for a successful
outcome.

• In Section 4, we expand on our preliminary conference paper [90] to illus-
trate the delicate interconnection between the various artificial intelligence
techniques utilised and extended to achieve the co-designed objectives. In
particular:

– we advance the engineering of argumentation-based reasoning [65] to
identify plausible hypotheses as sets of acceptable arguments;

– we show how to argue with, and about, crowd-sourced information
[6, 40, 102] pre-analysed using Bayesian analysis;

– we embed provenance analysis [33] in the argumentative process to
establish the credibility of hypotheses.

• In Section 5 we provide empirical evidence that intelligence analysts ben-
efit from the unique mixture of formal argumentation theory, crowdsourc-
ing support, and provenance recording provided in CISpaces, for the first
time, using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [23, 95, 96] in an
argumentation-based system.
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Our results suggest that the novel, principled AI methods implemented in
CISpaces may advance performance in intelligence analysis. Despite having de-
signed CISpaces as a basic research prototype (TRL 3), during their evaluation,
analysts benchmarked the quality of its features against commercial systems
they use everyday: we compare against them in Section 6.

We collected evidence suggesting that the AI methods implemented in CIS-
paces can have a behavioural effect on the intention to adopt CISpaces by end
users. The analysts’ evaluation highlights drawbacks in CISpaces that pre-
dominantly result from the interface between the tool and data sources and
from aspects of the user interface (rather than the underlying AI methods).
We therefore conclude that for successful adoption by the intelligence analy-
sis community, CISpaces will need data integration with existing organisational
standards both for the input and the output of information. These and other
engineering and usability aspects, while being essential for commercialisation,
are beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Challenges of Intelligence Analysis

Intelligence analysis is the application of individual and collective cognitive
methods to evaluate, integrate, and interpret information about situations and
events, aiming to provide warning regarding potential threats or to identify
opportunities [34]. Various types of intelligence can be distinguished based on
source. HUMINT (human intelligence), for example, is intelligence gathered
from human sources. IMINT (imagery intelligence) is derived from image or
video sources. OSINT (open source intelligence) is acquired from sources such
as social media [67] and more recent types of intelligence include for example
crowdsourced intelligence, made up of structured information acquired from or
volunteered by the general public [80]. Analysts often specialise in a specific
type of intelligence, and may be focused on particular objectives (e.g., tracking
activities of a criminal organisation). In the military context, strategic analysts
focus on studying long term objectives and intentions of foreign actors, while
operational and tactical analysts are focused on supporting specific actions or
providing timely responses to emerging situations. The examples used in this
paper focus primarily on the operational and tactical analysis of HUMINT,
although related work has also considered field intelligence [87] and OSINT
[12].

To conceptualise the process, Pirolli and Card’s [64] model of intelligence
analysis is one of the most influential in training and practice. It consists of
two high-level iterative loops: foraging for information which is collected, fil-
tered and collated into evidence files; and sensemaking, where the evidence files
are interpreted through logical reasoning by drawing inferences and identifying
hypotheses, which are then brought together to form a coherent explanation of
the situation. A sketch of this process is shown within the box at the top of
Fig. 1. The top row represents general features that characterise or influence
the reasoning process during analysis. The other rows in this figure represent
concepts related to different dimensions of intelligence analysis corresponding
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Figure 1: A visualisation of Intelligence Analysis Issues and Requirements extending [64]

to a specific phase of analysis represented by the curly bracket in the column.
More generally, this figure provides a reference for the components and chal-
lenges which inform the remainder of our discussion, and are ordered according
to the topics covered in this Section.

Hypotheses formation and automation. While automation has been deployed in
previous research for information collection [37, 103] and evaluation of hypothe-
ses [5, 8, 79], the analysis of information to form hypotheses remains a mostly
human-driven task. This is difficult to fully automate due to the significant
effort required to engineer both the explicitly available data for a situation, and
the implicit knowledge that analysts use to form a hypothesis [101]. Heuer [34]
argues that these hypotheses are often created by analysts by adopting a his-
torian approach to reconstruct a narrative looking at the available information
to explain events. Recent experiments confirmed the use of narratives for col-
laborative analysis [73]. This approach is also advocated by Bex and Verheij
[3] in formalising reasoning with respect to a criminal investigation, where the
evidence is used to establish the plausibility of an existing story.

The output of an analysis normally consists of an intelligence report that
presents the most plausible hypothesis. Many hypotheses, however, are consid-
ered during the process of making sense of the situation. For example, Klein et
al. [43], while modelling the cognitive behaviour of analysts argue that “people
don’t engage in simple mental operations of confirming or disconfirming a hy-
pothesis.” They propose a model in which data are interpreted according to a
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frame (such as a story, a diagram or a map) that is questioned and reframed as
new information and links are formed. Their observations indicate that experts
consider multiple, competing frames while making sense of events to establish
those most accurate. More recently, Baber et al. [1] used this framework to
better understand the use of frames in the context of intelligence analysis. Two
groups of participants, professional analysts and students, were observed and
compared during an exercise to identify suspects of criminal activities. They
concluded that “tools that support the collation of information . . . might help
with down-collection of data but do not provide support for conflict and corrob-
oration or for hypothesis-exploration.” where down-collection means sampling
the available data for material deemed to be relevant to the analysis [1]. This
is attributed to differences in how frames or representations are constructed,
used and shared depending on participants’ expertise. We note that there is
little prior research, however, on how tools can facilitate the externalisation of
an analyst’s reasoning process while forming frames or hypotheses.

Analysis Issues. One of the main challenges to such facilitation is the need to
identify factors that contribute or hamper the externalisation of the reasoning
process. Of primary importance among these factors is the role of evidence.
Ambiguous, conflicting, unreliable or incomplete evidence might lead to multiple
alternative hypothetical explanations of a situation, and such evidence in turn
may be used to evaluate the strength of the different hypotheses due to the
cyclic nature of hypotheses formation and evaluation.

Evidence may be ambiguous or conflicting for a variety of reasons. Heuer
[34] claims that most human-sourced information is second-hand at best, and
furthermore this might be reported by sources that have varying degrees of
trustworthiness. Information might have been purposely manipulated or sim-
ply reported by several sources from alternative points of view. Evaluating
the provenance of this information is fundamental to forming a more objective
assessment [88]. When information is sought specifically to answer questions
and requirements, such as for example through crowdsourcing [80], its qual-
ity varies significantly and analysts must employ methods to aggregate results
and establish the truthfulness of this evidence. In addition, the analysis might
be hampered by biases, such as confirmation bias, whereby an analyst (often
unconsciously) prioritises information that confirms current beliefs, which may
affect the accuracy of conclusions. Other biases are also associated with human
working memory and its difficulties in remembering all the underlying reasons
for an explanation, as well as the difficulties in revising links that have already
been made on the basis of new information and its credibility [34].

Analytic tools. Intelligence analysts are specifically trained in developing critical
thinking through a variety of analytic approaches and techniques [34, 67, 91, 92],
to address the challenging process of identification of evidence and formation of
hypotheses. These approaches are derived from logical and statistical models
of reasoning, and are concerned with both analysing and interpreting data, and
understanding and avoiding biases of different sorts. Examples include: link
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analysis that aims at identifying relationships between entities, resources, and
events; red-team versus blue-team exercises where teams play the roles of at-
tacker (red) and defender (blue); and SWOT (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportu-
nities and Threats) analyses. The resulting observations from these approaches
are patterns and relationships that link information; such patterns vary sig-
nificantly, however, they share similarities in that logical inferences are made
among events (in line with the historian view) and other elements of analysis re-
lated to these events such as entities, resources, indicators, etc. These patterns
constitute inferences that are fundamental to hypotheses formation, however,
the reasoning step that leads an analyst to make the observations and then
construct a hypothesis is primarily manual and often an internal process, and
as such unrecorded.

Hypotheses Assessment. Once hypotheses are identified, and in order to evalu-
ate these against evidence, the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) [34]
approach is considered fundamental among the analytic methods employed in
both training and practice. This approach aims to provide a reliable evaluation
of hypotheses and support the mitigation of reasoning biases. The application
of ACH to a problem promotes a systematic and objective approach, which aids
in the management of complexities inherent in real-world scenarios. A table is
used to weigh alternative explanations by asserting whether there is some evi-
dence in support of a hypothesis. Typically, ACH is performed manually, and
so demands significant cognitive effort: the analyst is required to retain multi-
ple hypotheses in memory together with the evidence acquired to support these
hypotheses. The complexity of this process leads to a high risk of erroneous
assessment of the plausibility of hypotheses, which can have substantial effects
on the quality of an analysis. For example, the report of the Iraq inquiry [18],
when referring to whether Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
in 2003 states that “Intelligence and assessments were used to prepare material
to be used to support Government statements in a way which conveyed certainty
without acknowledging the limitations of the intelligence” and that “The ques-
tion is whether, in doing so, they conveyed more certainty and knowledge than
was justified”. The effect of the errors made in the assessment of plausibility of
this hypothesis has been so significant that it is now a textbook exercise when
training intelligence analysts [44].

Collaboration. In addition to the challenges listed above, analysis of complex,
real-world situations is typically team-based within or across agencies [42]. Col-
laboration brings advantages in providing diverse and complimentary perspec-
tives and expertise, and mitigating biases. The differences between groups of
analysts in expertise, resources, and capabilities may, however, lead to conflicts
of opinions with regards to what hypotheses are plausible. While out of scope of
the current work, we note that issues including policies restricting information
sharing may also come into play [97]. Externalisation of the reasoning process is
key in collaborative analysis, and one of the most critical problems in support-
ing collaboration is to identify what part of the process should be externalised
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or shared with other collaborators [52]. Existing models focus on information
sharing and functional collaboration [42]. Information sharing in this context
is the process of identifying information that may be of interest to others and
sharing that which is relevant. This is very much an activity which occurs early
on in the foraging loop, and is concerned with collecting and filtering informa-
tion. Functional collaboration in this context is the process of editing reports to
complete an analysis, and hence telling a combined story. These collaborative
tasks are at either end of the Pirolli and Card conceptual model [64]. An addi-
tional type of collaboration, referred to as the content level collaboration [42],
sees analysts work together to structure and link information and evidence. For
analytic problems to be addressed in time-stressed contexts, analysts from dif-
ferent organisations with different expertise, perspectives and resources need to
work together to form these hypotheses within a common framework. Despite
limited prior research on how content-level collaboration can be supported, this
type of collaboration would be most beneficial as it would permit the elabora-
tion and sharing of alternative hypotheses across a team, enabling more effective
criticism and robust reasoning.

From the challenges highlighted within intelligence analysis, we must distil
the most important and unaddressed issues. This is the focus of the next section,
where we consider and prioritise the most important analyst requirements which
have not yet been adequately addressed by existing tools.

3. Co-Design with Analysts

In this research we study how novel AI methods advance performance in
intelligence analysis by providing analysts with computational support in exter-
nalising their reasoning while building and comparing alternative hypotheses
from interpretation of reports, observations, inferences, or crowdsourced data
(potentially with various degrees of reliability) and conflicting or corroborat-
ing evidence. Addressing this challenge by providing meaningful computational
support will bring advantages both for individual analysts and analysis teams.
At the individual level there is potential to provide automation in checking the
validity of the reasoning process, support the understanding of where the infor-
mation has come from, and to focus reasoning on important areas of uncertainty.
At the team or collaborative level, advantages may manifest in improved mu-
tual understanding of how other analysts reason, and may help elucidate others’
opinions of how evidence links together to form hypotheses.

Our objectives are, therefore:

• OJ1 — support the identification of what is believed to have happened
from the evidence gathered (the sensemaking process);

• OJ2 — support the integration of different forms of explicitly requested
information (the crowdsourcing process);
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• OJ3 — support the assessment of information credibility according to
the history of its collection and manipulation (the provenance reasoning
process).

For the support provided to these underpinning processes to be effective, we
aim to develop a principled approach that aligns with analysts’ methods for
analysis.

Identifying these research objectives is not sufficient. If we are to develop
interventions that have the potential to be acceptable to and adopted by practi-
tioners, we require a deeper understanding of the process of intelligence analysis
as experienced by experts as well as their requirements and priorities. To achieve
this, we closely collaborated with various groups of expert analysts in the US
and UK to validate our objectives, co-develop a system to enact these objectives
as well as a scenario to help understand the kind of tasks that analysts need
support for, and finally to evaluate our system.

In the next subsections, we present the results of our work in exploring
requirements in collaboration with experts to prepare the development of CIS-
paces. In particular, Subsection 3.1 discusses results from a focus group, Sec-
tion 3.2 presents an intelligence analysis scenario which will be used throughout
this paper, and Section 3.3 summaries the requirements presented in this section
and emerging from our review in Section 2.

3.1. Requirement validation: focus group

We now introduce the results of a focus group conducted to better under-
stand the analysis process and refine and contextualise our objectives in line
with analysts’ experience. This focus group involved five experienced analysts
from an international agency who consented to participate in this academic
study and have their opinion analysed and reported in publications. Although
this group was relatively small, participants brought extensive expertise to the
study, and the discussion lasted for around three hours. The questions were
exploratory in nature, but focused on four main topics:

• Inputs — the types of information collected, and issues of quality and
credibility assessment.

• Reporting — outputs and conclusions delivered to decision-makers.

• Process — how analysts work in their daily activities.

• People — modes of collaboration among analysts.

The list of guiding questions is provided in Appendix D.1. The focus group
discussion was recorded, transcribed and coded and we report here on insights
gained that relate to our objectives (OJ1–OJ3) 1. Three main themes emerged:
analysts’ attitudes towards the analysis, quality of the analysis, and features

1NVivo was used for the analysis [68]
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Figure 2: Theme analysis grouped by topics on the left-hand axis: (a) Analysts’ attitudes
towards analysis; and (b) Quality features of analysis.

and tools characterising the analytic process. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we summarise
the results of the coding using an adapted Sankey diagram. For each theme, the
graphs highlight the most relevant concepts (right-hand axis) according to the
four topics (left-hand axis). Note that in a Sankey diagram the width of links are
proportional to the strengths of the associations according to the experimental
data.

3.1.1. Analysts’ attitude towards the analysis

Analysts, by training, are skeptical, and aware of potential biases. As in-
dicated in Fig. 2(a), skepticism is maintained both for information received
and during the process. Analysts invest significant effort in strategies to avoid
biases, and are open to challenge, in particular through peer review. This high-
lights one important aspect of collaboration, which is aimed at the review of
others’ assessments during the analysis, as well as at the reporting phase. Peer
review activities include, for example, the red-team versus blue-team technique
(Section2) and seem to align to a devil’s advocate type of dialogue, where a
proponent proposes a specific position, and others seek to contradict it, in a
process of evaluation and progressive elimination of alternatives. This is then
reflected in the reporting, where the main hypothesis is elaborated, but then
strengthened by the alternative hypotheses that have been discounted.

3.1.2. Quality of the analysis

Analyses have specific characteristics that ensure their quality (see Fig. 2(b)):

• Factual and Precise — given the aim is to increase situational awareness,
explanations of what is happening must be grounded on facts. This is
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Figure 3: Theme analysis grouped by topics on the left-hand axis: (c) Features of analytical
process; and (d) Tool objectives and requirements.

important with respect to inputs, the process and particularly in reporting.
Access to primary source information was considered important in making
precise assessments, but this is often difficult as analysts often have to rely
on second-hand information.

• Reliable or Uncertain — the likelihood of a situation guides the priori-
tisation of assessment. Information is assessed on the basis of its likeli-
hood and source reliability. In reports, information, hypotheses and their
assessment are often characterised by specific wording expressing their
likelihood.

• Timely — timeliness of information plays a crucial role in understanding
a situation. Time of generation and time of receipt determine the cut
off date for information when conducting derivative analyses. Different
types of analysis at strategic, operational or tactical level have different
requirements.

3.1.3. Features and tools characterising the analytical process

The focus group also explored attitudes around features and tools character-
ising the analytical process (Fig. 3). This exploration focused on understanding
the features of, and requirements for, support tools. Fig. 3(c) indicates strong
reference to both informal argumentation and provenance.

The analysis of the transcript showed strongly positive attitudes towards the
argumentative nature of the analysis process. We note that analysts are — by
training— exposed to concepts such as informal argumentation and mind map-
ping as methods to organise, structure and assess the quality of the intelligence
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reports prepared. This assessment is based on supporting evidence and facts,
where no hypothesis is considered wrong but can be rebutted by alternative
hypotheses or facts through personal evaluation or peer review. Argumentation
also appears important in reporting, where arguments both for the main hypoth-
esis and against alternatives considered play a role. In this work we leverage
the analysts’ familiarity with informal argumentation to apply computational
argumentation, as discussed in Section 4.

The provenance of both information and the analysis are both crucial fea-
tures for reliable assessment, particularly when this is derivative. Recording
how an analysis was formed and how source reliability is considered was viewed
as having potential for training.

The discussion around the potential for, and use of tools to support the an-
alytical process drew heavily on participants’ prior experience, but as indicated
in Fig. 3(d) tools are viewed as important across all our four main topics (in-
puts, reporting, process and people). Areas of specific interest for future tools
included support for organising and improving integration of input information;
collaborating with other analysts for peer review and training; the process of
assessment and report preparation. Fig. 3(b) summarises a small number of key
concerns for novel tools; by far the most important being to save analysts’ time.

The findings from our focus group exercise validates our objectives: ana-
lysts appreciate support in their sensemaking activities; value timely data; and
treasure provenance of information.

3.2. An illustrative scenario

A realistic scenario for use in better understanding the demands and require-
ments of the analysis process, for demonstrating our approach and for evaluation
was co-created with the help of two US expert analysts.

This scenario centres on an investigation into possible water contamination
in and around the fictional city of Kish. Reports from rural areas indicate an
unidentified illness affecting livestock, and, from the city, an increase in patients
reporting common symptoms. Analysts identify contamination of drinking wa-
ter as a possible cause. An intelligence requirement is issued to determine
whether this is accidental, or related to other suspicious activities such as a
local pumping station explosion. The event of the explosion requires immedi-
ate response to both causes and the potential threats to the population. The
analysis team requires support both to understand the evolving situation and
to liaise with local authorities to gather further information about the spread
of the illness in the region. Fig. 4 provides an overview of the scenario and
a timeline of events, reporting on the upper part of the timeline information
received, and on the lower part key parts of the analysis.

3.3. Intelligence Analysis Requirements and Priorities

In this work we aim to introduce AI techniques to facilitate analysis in a prin-
cipled way that aligns with analysts’ methods employed in everyday activities.
In Section 2 we explored key issues raised in the literature which motivate our
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Figure 4: An illustrative scenario with timeline.

objectives, while the focus group complements these objectives by providing fur-
ther insight in the analysis process and by eliciting priorities. Table 1 provides
a summary of requirements and challenges raised in the literature and remarked
by the focus group, alongside an indication of how the objectives— namely the
support provided for the sensemaking (OJ1), the crowdsourcing (OJ2), and the
provenance (OJ3) reasoning process— align with the challenges identified. The
table further organises the challenges following the coding scheme of the focus
group. In this research, we mostly focus on the hypotheses formation leaving
some of the requirements specifically related to general collection of information
and reporting for future research. In the next section, we will discuss how our
AI approaches have been designed to address these challenges.

4. Automated support for intelligence analysis

Grounded in the requirements and priorities elicited from the focus group
sessions discussed in Section 3, we developed a tool, Collaborative Intelligence
Spaces (CISpaces) [90], which uses multiple AI techniques to support intelligence
analysts in:

• evidence-based sensemaking by employing adapted argument schemes [100]
to guide critical review of evidence, and a tailored model of argumentation-
based reasoning [65] to identify plausible hypotheses (OJ1);

• gathering crowd-sourced evidence by interpreting responses to structured
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Topic Challenge FG OJ1 OJ2 OJ3
Input Identify Information requirements ‚

Input Deal with second hand information and their provenance ‚ ‚

Input Identify and collect factual information ‚ ‚

Input Establish source reliability ‚ ‚ ‚

Input
Process

Analyse results of information requirements ‚

Input
Process

Integrate and analyse conflicting, incomplete and uncer-
tain information

‚ ‚

Process Support the reconstruction of events (historian approach) ‚

Process Support the iteration through information foraging and
sensemaking

‚ ‚

Process Construct multiple alternative hypotheses and keep them
in working memory

‚ ‚

Process Support hypotheses exploration and externalisation of the
reasoning process

‚

Process Support an informal argumentative approach to analysis ‚ ‚

Process Mitigate bias in the analysis and encourage skepticism ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚

People
Process

Support analysis through peer review to mitigate bias ‚ ‚ ‚

People Support collaboration in collection and integration of in-
formation

‚

People Support collaboration in content of analysis ‚

People Support collaboration for training junior analysts ‚ ‚ ‚

People
Reporting

Support Peer review of intelligence reports ‚

Reporting Evaluation of hypotheses ‚ ‚

Reporting Identification of the most plausible hypothesis ‚

Reporting Provide timely analysis ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚

Table 1: Summary of Challenges and Requirements for Intelligence Analysis, in relation to
the focus group (FG) and our objectives (OJ1,OJ2,OJ3). A symbol ‚ in column FG indicates
that the focus group raises the challenge in a specific row. In the OJ columns, ‚ indicates
that the objective is design to address the respective challenge in the row.

requests for information from groups of collectors [40] and feeding the
results back into the analysis as arguments (OJ2); and

• assessing the provenance of information by inspecting the provenance of
information to identify critical meta-data that may inform the credibility
of hypotheses [88] once again by interpreting them as arguments (OJ3).

Support is provided to analysts via an interface with two core components:
the InfoBox, where collected information relevant to a task are streamed from
external sources, typically from intelligence reports; and an individual WorkBox,
the analytical space used in the construction of hypotheses. Each component in
the analysis has a provenance chain attached. Different forms of collaboration
are supported in CISpaces. Portions of the WorkBox can be shared between an-
alysts via drag-and-drop, enhancing collaboration. An analyst may also canvas
groups of contributors via the ReqBox, by creating forms for collecting struc-
tured information via crowdsourcing.

Figure 5 provides a screenshot — edited to enhance its readability — of the
system during use within our scenario. On the left, the InfoBox collects rele-
vant information: for the purpose of this paper we assume there is an informa-
tion stream connected to it providing a stream of information to the analysts.
Then analysts can move selected pieces of information from the InfoBox into
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Figure 5: A CISpaces view of evidence-based sensemaking task of events happening in Kish.

the WorkBox and use these to build their analysis. Recalling our running sce-
nario from Section 3.2, among many theories, the contamination in Kish could
potentially be explained by bacteria in the water supply system, and a local
Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) ran some tests for these. Depending of
the type of bacteria, it is known that there might be a reaction with chlorine,
used in the water system, that could release explosive gases. This, in turn,
could potentially cause an explosion. However, the opposite could also be true:
an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) that uses highly-toxic chemicals could
have been planted next to the pumping station, leading to poisoning of the lo-
cal water supplies. In the next subsections, we describe the AI-based support
provided to analysts for this ongoing evidence-based sensemaking activity. In
particular, in Section 4.1 we discussed how evidence is structured and anal-
ysed using argumentation approaches following OJ1. Section 4.2 focuses on the
crowdsourcing data collection and analysis following OJ2. Provenance assess-
ment (OJ3) is demonstrated in Section 4.3. In the last part of this section we
provide an overview of how CISpaces was developed (Section 4.4).

4.1. Evidence-based Sensemaking

In Sections 2 and 3, we highlighted several characteristics of sensemaking:
hypotheses are formed by drawing inferences over information, guided by pat-
terns such as from link analysis, where each hypothesis can be considered as a
story, underpinned by a sequence of events (the historian approach). There are
multiple alternative hypotheses considered during analysis, arising from con-
flicting information or from alternate events that explain this information. Fur-
thermore, analysts are familiar with informal argumentation, as the principal
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method to evaluate conclusions on the basis of arguments supported by evidence.
CISpaces leverages these characteristics to provides automated reasoning sup-
port for analysts in structuring and elaborating individual and collaborative
analysis. CISpaces makes extensive use of computational argumentation, in
particular by introducing patterns to help draw inferences, and by providing a
conceptual and computational framework to guide the identification of justified
hypotheses.

A graphical representation of inferences enables analysts to form conclusions
on the evidence acquired through the WorkBox in the CISpaces interface, and
is based upon other argument mapping tools [29, 70]. An inference rule is
a set of propositions (pi) divided into one or more premises that are linked
with a conclusion. Premises and Conclusions are represented as either white
information or light-blue claim nodes in Fig. 5 (respectively in green and purple
in the system, modified here for readability purposes). For instance, to explain
the information of illness within the population near the explosion in Kish (p19

on the right-hand side of Fig. 5), our analyst might identify a premise (claim)
that this is caused by the supplies used by the emergency services (p18) forming
an inference rule between p18 and p19 linked by a green round node called a
Pro-link. We will write Pro-links as p18

p
ÞÝÑp19 within this paper. Note that Pro-

links can be annotated within CISpaces to provide additional meta-information
about the type of inference between nodes.

Propositions can also be in conflict with other components on the basis of
an asymmetric contrariness relation [65]. Conflicting propositions are linked
through red round nodes referred to as Con-links. In the example in Fig. 5,
the analyst might question whether the explosion released gas that is causing
the illness (p17). Specifically the Con-links capture contradicting relationships
between pieces of information: p17 is the contrary of p18, and p18 is the contrary
of p17, hence p17 and p18 are said to be contradictory as they represent two
alternative, mutually exclusive, interpretations of reality (conclusion p19). We
will write Con-links as, for example, p17

c
ÞÝÑp18 .

4.1.1. Patterns of inference for Intelligence Analysis

The underlying structure used to support analysts in drawing inferences is
based on argumentation schemes — reasoning patterns that commonly occur
in human reasoning and dialogue [100]. They represent templates for making
presumptive inferences formed by premises supporting a conclusion, and by
critical questions (CQs) that can be put forward against the applicability of the
inference. A commonly used example is the argument from expert opinion, used
to describe an assertion warranted by expertise:

- Source E is an expert in domain S containing proposition A

- E asserts that proposition A is true.

ñ Therefore, A may plausibly be true.

For instance, p3=“There is toxic bacteria in the water supply system” might
be the result of analysts’ speculation (hence being a claim) and subject of fur-
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ther investigation. Such an investigation can be summarised by an argument
from expert opinion reporting a test that was conducted by an NGO (Non-
Governmental Organisation) laboratory (p2), which points towards expertise,
with a second premise relating to the assertion reporting of Toxic bacteria in
the Kish water supply (p1). In Fig. 5, the link p1, p2

p
ÞÝÑp3 can be labelled with

an argumentation scheme, in this case “LEO,” standing for “Link from Expert
Opinion.”

There are, however, no explicit statements about this NGO laboratory hav-
ing expertise for testing bacteria in water samples, or regarding other issues
such as their reliability. To this end, critical questions can then be asked to
strengthen (or weaken) arguments instantiated from argumentation schemes.
Some of the critical questions relevant to an argument from expert opinion are
[100]:

CQEO1 : How credible is E as an expert source?

CQEO2 : Is E an expert in the field that A is in?

CQEO3 : Is A consistent with the testimony of other experts?

Uniquely in CISpaces, to our knowledge, is how the critical questions are
used to drive further analysis. When the analyst selects a question that must
be answered for the conclusion to be acceptable, the system generates a negative
answer in a new node connected via a Con-link; e.g., for CQEO1 “Source E is not
an expert source.” This asymmetric conflict prompts the analyst to challenge
assumptions that may lead to bias, and requires them to find a reason for source
E to be considered an expert, as otherwise the conclusion that there is bacteria in
the water supply p3 would remain unsupported in the evaluation of hypotheses
as discussed later in this section.

To provide analysts with a coherent model, we worked closely with experts to
identify the most common argumentation schemes used in intelligence analysis.
Analysts are mostly concerned about: Activities (Act) including actions per-
formed by actors, and events happening in the world; Entities (Et) including
individuals or groups, and objects such as resources; and Facts (Ft) including
statements about the state of the world regarding entities and activities. There
are several critical relations among these elements: causal relations represent-
ing the distribution of activities, their correlation and (possible) causality; and
relations that connect entities and activities through temporal, geographic or
thematic associations. Intelligence elements then act as premises for inferences,
and conclusions are tentatively drawn by discovering relations among them. In
line with the historian approach (see Fig. 1), analysts then use these relations
to reconstruct a narrative that explains events forming alternative hypotheses.
According to the type of relation (causal or associative) we can now instantiate
two main types of schemes for the sensemaking process (cf. Fig. 6).

An argument scheme from cause to effect may be used to provide an
explanation for some set of observations on the basis of activities and events
that shows how the situation has evolved. This is referred to as an inference
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LCE – Causal Relationship

- Typically, if C occurs, then E will occur,
- In this case, C occurs
ñ In this case E will occur

Critical questions:

CQCE1 : Is there evidence for C to occur?
CQCE2 : Is there a general rule for C

causing E?
CQCE3 : Is the relationship between C

and E causal?
CQCE4 : Are there any exceptions to the

causal rule that prevent E from occur-
ring?

CQCE5 : Has C happened before E?
CQCE6 : Is there any other C1 that

caused E?

LID – Associative Relationship

- Acti occurs, and Eti may be involved
- Acti requires property H
- Eti fits property H
ñ Eti is associated with Acti

Critical questions:

CQID1 : Has Acti happened?
CQID2 : Is H a necessary property for

Acti?
CQID3 : Does Eti fit the properties re-

quired by Acti?
CQID4 : Are there other entities that

fit H?
CQID5 : Is there an exception to H

that undermines the association be-
tween Eti and Acti?

Figure 6: Argumentation schemes and critical questions for intelligence analysis.

link LCE , and considers a cause C (referring to some fact Fti or activity Acti),
its effect E (also referring to some fact or activity), and a causal rule that
links C to E . In Fig. 6 we present LCE , which has been adapted from Walton
et al. [100]. In our previous example, as illustrated within Fig. 5, the two
explanations of usage of defective emergency supplies (p18) or gas releases (p17)
may be events that cause the spreading of the illness among the population
(p19). The links p18

p
ÞÝÑp19, p17

p
ÞÝÑp19 can then be considered instances of a causal

argument scheme.
Instances of the causal argumentation scheme form a chain events that con-

stitute the backbone of the hypothesis. These can further be reviewed through
critical questions, challenging the instantiation of the causal argumentation
scheme (CQCE4); the order of events (CQCE5); and evidence for the premises
(CQCE1, CQCE2, CQCE3). Critical question CQCE6 has a different purpose.
In CISpaces, analysts are required to represent a cause as a Pro-link to an ef-
fect, but analysts may have evidence for the effect and infer a plausible cause
using abductive reasoning. In this case, alternative causes must be considered.
CQCE6 is used to consider these alternatives by interpreting this question as
a rebuttal for C. CQCE6 then results in alternative incoming nodes to the
Pro-link representing a contradictory relation between causes.

An argument for identifying an agent from past actions [100] (LID ,
Fig. 6) encodes the sensemaking process that shifts from understanding what
happened to understanding what entities were involved and their association
with the activity. In this scheme, properties, H, are facts Ft of type “Eti is
affected by Acti{Etj” or “Eti is in the location Etj of Acti”. An instantiation
of this scheme can, for example, be used to assert that the observed activity,
Acti , “An unidentified person (aka Jane Doe) of interest planted an improvised
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explosive device (IED) at the pumping station (p6)” and certain properties (e.g.,
p8) can be used to draw the conclusion “Jane Doe planted the IED”(p7) through
p6, p8

p
ÞÝÑp7.

Associated critical questions CQID1, CQID2 and CQID3 can be used to
review the inference by challenging respectively: that the act (planting the
IED) has occurred; that entity (Jane Doe) has some property (seen at the
location); and that the act requires that property. CQID4 identifies alternative
conclusions, while CQID5 challenges the instantiation of the scheme.

The links between these two major schemes for causal and associative rela-
tions are primarily forged through questions CQCE1 and CQID1. A response
to question CQCE1, for example, may claim that some entity, Eti, was associ-
ated with the cause. In this way, LID may be used to answer a challenge to an
instance of LCE . Similarly, an instance of LCE may answer question CQID1,
which is concerned with whether some activity happened, linking association
back to causality. In addition, different schemes may be used by the analyst
to respond to the various critical questions [100]. Examples include: arguments
from the group where properties of a member are applied to an organisation
for providing evidence to LID ; an argument from analogy reporting a case with
similarities to LCE; or an argument from sign to explain that an event is likely
to happen if its indicator is verified, following common indicators such as [93].

4.1.2. Hypotheses identification

Following our running example, suppose that analysts have prepared the
analysis shown in Fig. 5 to identify what the coherent explanations for this
situation are, in order to evaluate their hypotheses.

CISpaces provides automated support to identify what claims and pieces of
evidence can together form a plausible hypothesis, and what other alternatives
exists that are also plausible, by employing computational models of argumenta-
tion. In such models, a fundamental concept is that of an inference rule, where a
statement (antecedent) becomes a (prima facie) reason to believe another state-
ment (consequent). For instance, “Reports of Toxic bacteria in the Kish water
supply” (antecedent) can be seen as a prima facie reason to believe that “There
are toxic bacteria in the water supply system” (consequent). In this research,
we only make use of a small set of concepts derived from formal argumenta-
tion, specifically borrowing from the ASPIC literature [54] (see Appendix A for
further details). For example, scholars in this area distinguish between strict
and defeasible rules in their approach to formal argumentation and preferences
to establish defeats between arguments [54]. Analysts by training are familiar
with informal argumentation concepts (see Section 3), including premises and
conclusions of an argument, supporting and conflicting arguments. In this re-
search, in order to limit the training burden for analysts, we chose concepts
which we could align with these informal concepts but limited to a small set
which we deemed necessary for representing and evaluating an analysis. We,
therefore, will not make use of strict rules or preferences in this work, and we
will not discuss those further.
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Rules provide the building blocks for the notion of argument, that is iterative
in the chaining of rules. Statements that are tentatively assumed to hold provide
the base case for such an iteration, and thus they are defined as arguments
having the statement itself both as a singular premise and as a conclusion,
where such premises and conclusion are two attributes of an argument. The
premises of arguments constructed using this base case also take the name of
ordinary premises in our approach. As an iterative step, an argument requires
the existence of a rule whose antecedents are the conclusions of other arguments
(sub-arguments), and as a consequent a statement that forms the conclusion of
this new argument. The premises of such a (compound) argument are the
union of all the premises of its sub-arguments. A statement is the contrary
of another one when they cannot be both accepted, albeit they can both be
rejected. Borrowing from the literature, a flexible way for using such a notion
of contrariness is by allowing for a statement to be the contrary of another one,
while not explicitly requiring the opposite. Two statements which are contrary
to each other are said to be contradictory as mentioned above.

The notion of contrariness between statements leads to the concept of defeat
between arguments: an argument defeats another argument if the former rebuts
or undermines the latter. When the conclusion of an argument contradicts the
conclusion of another argument, it is the case that the first rebuts the second,
as well as any other compound argument that has the second argument as
sub-argument. If, instead, the conclusion of an argument contradicts one of
the premises of another one, then the former is said to undermine the latter.
Exceptions to the application of a rule of an argument scheme are also considered
contrary undermining arguments to implicit premises in this work.

The graphical map of inferences constructed by the analyst, cf. Fig. 5,
is transformed into the corresponding premises, contrariness relationships and
inference rules as follows:

• Premises are considered those propositions that are not conclusions of
inferences (incoming Pro-link edges) and constitute part of the knowledge
base.

• A contrary relationship is added if a Con-link is drawn between two propo-
sitions. In addition, critical questions that point towards alternative con-
clusions are mapped as contradictory relationships.

• Pro-links map to inference rules

In our previous example, the LCE Pro-link p1, p2
p
ÞÝÑp3 represents an inference

rule r : p1, p2 ñ p3 and gives rise to three arguments: Arg1 with p1 both as
premise and as conclusion; Arg2 with p2 both as premise and as conclusion; and
Arg3 with tp1, p2u as premises and p3 as conclusion following the rule r.

On the basis of the asymmetric contrariness relation, an argument can attack
another one: if the conclusion of an argument ArgX is the contrary of one of
the premises of argument ArgY , then ArgX undermines ArgY ; if the conclusion
of ArgX and the conclusion of ArgY are contradictory then the two arguments
rebut each other.
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Arguments and attacks form a Dung argumentation framework [25] from
which sets of acceptable arguments surviving the attack together (extensions)
can be computed according to a semantics. In this work we consider the pre-
ferred semantics. This semantics selects a maximal set of arguments maximal
with respect to set inclusion extensions that are conflict free (i.e., no arguments
in any extension attack each other), and admissible (i.e., each argument in the
extension is defended against the attacks it receives).

For the first time in the intelligence analysis and argumentation literature—
to our knowledge — we associate each extension to an intelligence analysis hy-
pothesis. The process of intelligence analysis is driven by the identification of
hypotheses and a discussion of any potential alternative that may explain the
information received about a situation. This is a key concept in the intelligence
literature (see Section 2) and has strongly emerged during our focus group (Sec-
tion 3). Analytic methods such as the red-team versus blue-team or the Analysis
of Competing Hypotheses show that this process is embedded in analysts’ work
(e.g. [43, 34]). The preferred semantics is a multiple-status semantics which
provides a set of alternative labellings and therefore is well suited to represent
alternative explanations for a situation. A set of acceptable arguments identified
in the extension permits the extraction of acceptable propositions about events,
entities and activities that together are plausible. This is formed by the conclu-
sions of the arguments. We refer to this set as a single, coherent hypothesis or
a plausible hypothesis in short. This set is then presented to the analyst using
colour coded symbols in the interface. For each hypothesis, green (V) is used
to indicate a supported conclusion of an argument belonging to the extension
(IN), and red (X) is used to indicate an unsupported conclusion of an argument
that is attacked by some argument of the extension (OUT).2 The formal cor-
respondence between argumentation semantics extensions and identification of
alternative hypotheses is discussed in Appendix A.

To recall our previous example, we can extract two hypotheses as shown in
Fig. 7, corresponding to the conclusions of arguments accepted by one of three
preferred extensions. In addition, unsupported statements for a hypothesis are
also highlighted, which in turn might show analysts the consequences of not
responding to a critical question (as per our previous example in Section 4.1.1).
Assuming that there is no evidence that the NGO is an expert in water contam-
ination (p2) as suggested by CQEO1, this invalidates the first two hypotheses.

To conclude our section on sensemaking, our novel approach includes a tai-
lored set of argumentation schemes for intelligence analysis and an automatic
use of critical questions to effectively support analysts in reducing their cog-
nitive biases, leveraging in full the computational argumentation paradigm by
creating directed attacks from unanswered critical questions. In addition, with
our approach analysts can automatically identify alternative hypotheses, thanks

2There is also a third case of undecided conclusions. Further details can be found in
Appendix A.
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Figure 7: CISpaces analysis and evaluation: Three alternative hypotheses.

to the correspondence between an extension and a plausible hypothesis. An
analyst can more readily observe the effects of adding further information or
advancing critiques to parts of the analysis on the set of plausible hypotheses,
demonstrating visually the availability of a new hypothesis or the rejection of
an unsubstantiated one.

4.2. Crowd-sourced evidence

Continuing with our running example, the analyst might require additional
location-sensitive information to ascertain whether there is evidence that Kish
tap water is contaminated, p9. As highlighted by analysts in our interviews
(Section 3), timely information is crucial in this context in particular when
the contamination may explain why people are falling ill, as this would allow
for more rapid intervention. To do so, analysts could initiate a request for
information distributed to the local population to collect evidence about the
status of the tap water in Kish. Crowdsourcing uses human computation to
sense information and discover truth in a timely, large-scale and cost-efficient
manner [6, 40, 102], and it is particularly effective in event detection [58]. How to
interpret and integrate such crowdsourced evidence into an analysis is, however,
an open issue.

In CISpaces, we proposed an online method to analyse results of the reports
and instantiate them within a novel argumentation scheme which integrates
these results into the analysis. More information about the formalism can be
found in Appendix B.

4.2.1. Task Initialisation

In CISpaces, a crowdsourced query task is initiated by asking specific CQs;
e.g. a claim pt may be challenged by the analyst via the question “Is there
evidence for pt?” In our example, this is initiated as “Is there evidence that the
tap water in Kish is contaminated”?. We assume that after some time, people
in Kish respond to this request by reporting the colour and temperature of their
tap water.
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In relation to a specific task, we can automatically introduce novel data and
inference links in the graph of arguments from a number of questions Q for
the crowd, together with associated information enabling data collection and
aggregation of results. An example could include the two questions Q “ tq0, q1u:

• q0 : “What is the temperature of your cold water?”, of numerical type.
If the temperature reported is ă 20˝C the results will provide evidence
against the claim pt that the tap water in Kish is contaminated, otherwise
the response provides evidence for the claim.

• q1 : “What colour is your tap water?”, of categorical type with m possible
categories. If the water is Clear or White this would be evidence against
the claim, and Brown and Yellow are considered as evidence for the claim.

The task terminates when it reaches a deadline or some pre-specified number of
reports are acquired.

4.2.2. Analysis of results

The results are aggregated in different ways depending on the type of data.
For categorical data we are interested in knowing the probability of the cate-
gories of a multi-valued answer to question qk. Using a Dirichlet prior for this
multinomial distribution, the posterior is thus a Dirichlet distribution [39] that
combines prior beliefs and collected reports for question qk from which we ob-
tain a vector of expected values ε̄k for the m categories of question qk. The
prior used in the simplest case is a uniform distribution over the answers, but
a more sophisticated approach would consider crowd features such as reliability
and location by manipulating the prior (e.g., [27, 58]). For numerical data, we
consider a weighted mean µk of the collected reports for qk where in the sim-
plest case weights are all assumed to be 1, although these may vary according
to features of the reports as for the prior probability.

A novel aspect of our approach occurs after aggregating the results for each
question qk, when CISpaces uses the task definition to automatically build a par-
tial argument map that is integrated within the overall analysis. The argument
from generally accepted opinion [100], LCS, represents the defeasible inference
that a statement is plausible if a significant majority in a group accepts it.

- Given that the crowd was asked qk and

- Answer A is generally accepted as true

ñ Therefore, A may plausibly be true

Critical questions focus on whether the crowd is believable, or corroborating
evidence is needed to accept the conclusions:

CQCS1 : Is the claim A supported by evidence?

CQCS2 : Is the group in a position to know about qk?

CQCS3 : Is the claim consistent with others’ claims?
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Figure 8: CISpaces Crowdsourcing and Analysis Example for p9: “Kish tap water might be
contaminated by bacteria,” cf. Fig. 5

CQCS4 : Does the group present characteristics appropriate for answering qk?

The system constructs a LCS argument for each question qk where the
answer A corresponds to the mean µk for numerical questions, or for categorical
ones the category with maximal expected value εj P ε̄k. Each conclusion either
provides evidence for or against the main claim qt.

In our running example, assume we have collected 10 reports for q0, q1 such
that:

• q0: t21, 22, 25, 24, 18, 17, 22, 20, 23, 19u with µ0 “ 21.1

• q1: tClear : 6 ,Brown : 1 ,Yellow : 2 ,White : 1 u with corresponding ex-
pectation εεε1 “ p0.542, 0.125, 0.208, 0.125q

Figure 8 illustrates the CISpaces interface for data collection, consisting
of the data itself and information such as the location and time of responses.
CISpaces allows for inspection of the data before importing, and the imported
section of the results (from which arguments are derived) is shown on the right-
hand side of the diagram. The LCS argument p24, p25

p
ÞÝÑp26 on the right-hand

side states that the temperature of the tap water is 21.1˝, reporting the result
of q0. The LCS argument for q1, p20, p21

p
ÞÝÑp22, reports that the colour of the

tap water is Clear.
CISpaces also uniquely aggregates the results of the various questions once

again in a purely argumentative manner stating that the group provides evi-
dence either for or against the claim, respectively p27 and p23 in Fig. 8. The
against claim is then linked to the claim that originated our crowdsourcing re-
quest, (p9 in the figure), via a Con-link, p23

c
ÞÝÑp9, in line with our definition

of critical questions. If one or more conclusions of LCS exist providing evi-
dence for the claim (e.g. p27), individual Pro-links are used to connect these
conclusions to the aggregated for statement for, e.g. p26

p
ÞÝÑp27; a single Con-link

attacks the opposite against claim, p27
c
ÞÝÑp23. Similar links are added if one

or more conclusions exist providing evidence against the claim. Hence, if all
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Figure 9: Provenance chain associated to p10: “Emergency response may be using local water
supplies,” cf. Fig. 5, and conflict that can be generated.

evidence is for a claim, the claim will be accepted (assuming no other argu-
ments exist against the claim), otherwise the claim will not be accepted. In
our example, we show however that given that there is not decisive evidence,
we currently obtain an inconclusive result, and the two hypotheses are still valid.

To conclude, gathering additional information is necessary to avoid the rejec-
tion of hypotheses on the basis of insufficient evidence [34]. Our novel approach
to crowdsourcing, evidence interpretation and automated integration of the out-
come(s) into an analysis using specifically designed argumentation schemes and
procedures, provides an effective method to integrate this form of human intel-
ligence into the sensemaking process.

4.3. Provenance

As previously described, each component in the analysis, whether input
information or the analysis itself, has a provenance chain attached: data repre-
senting the phases of manipulation of that component from its primary sources.
In our focus group (Section 3) analysts have highlighted that the origins of in-
formation (including information from the crowd), and how and by whom this
information is interpreted during analysis are important to establish the credi-
bility of hypotheses. Provenance can be used to annotate how, where, when and
by whom some information was produced [55]. Understanding the provenance
of information more broadly, however, is fundamental to assessing its credibil-
ity. Information may of course come from sources of varying veracity, but it
may also have been manipulated or combined with other information before
reaching the analyst, and the relative timeliness of information is important for
many problems. The interpretation of information and understanding how in-
formation and hypotheses are linked must take into consideration all aspects of
information provenance. Further, when we consider that analysis of more com-
plex, real-world situations is typically team-based and may involve hand-over
between teams or involve multiple agencies, it is important to understand an
individual’s contributions and what data was used to reach conclusions [104].
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Inspecting long provenance chains to identify relevant provenance information
to assess credibility, however, remains cognitive demanding. Through the use
of argumentation schemes, here we extract relevant provenance data to be in-
troduced in the analysis following our previous work [88].

4.3.1. Recording Provenance

Provenance is recorded in CISpaces using the W3C standard PROV Data
Model [55]. PROV-DM expresses provenance in terms of p-entities (Apv), p-
activities (Ppv), and p-agents (Agpv) that have caused an entity to be, and
defines different relationships between these elements. Note that in PROV-DM
these elements are referred to as entities, activities and agents; we use the p-
prefix to refer to provenance elements explicitly.

The left part of Fig. 9 illustrates a provenance graph used and manipulated
by CISpaces for the information node p10: “Emergency response may be using
local water supplies,” cf. Fig. 5. Reading the graph from right to left, we can
see orange round nodes that are directly associated to the information nodes
in CISpaces and hence that Joe, an analyst (p-agent), has imported a piece of
information within CISpaces. We can also walk back in time, and thus see that
this information has been delivered to the “InfoBox” by a “NGO Officer” who
has communicated key data extracted from a “Crisis Report”, all the way back
to the primary sources (i.e., those that first reported or created the information)
“Field Observations” of the area of interest and local “Water Samples”.

Therefore, the provenance chain of a node pj is represented as a directed
acyclic graph GP ppjq of relationships between Apv, Ppv, and Agpv. GP ppjq is
a joint path from the node containing pj to its primary sources; i.e., sources
that first produced the information. More details on the formal treatment of
provenance graphs is provided in Appendix C.

4.3.2. Reasoning about Provenance

A provenance chain GP ppjq can be queried as a graph pattern Pm which is
a structured graph with nodes being variables on the p-elements. Following our
previous work [88], we consider three commonly used patterns for intelligence
analysis: Pg indicating how a p-entity was generated; Ps used to identify the
primary sources used in the generation of a p-entity; and Pt which connects a
piece of information with its intelligence requirement. For example, consider
in Fig. 9 the provenance chain involved in the acquisition of p10=“Emergency
response may be using local water supplies,” cf. Fig. 5, referred to as p-entity
“Node 98c5. . . ”. A pattern Pg shows that the piece of information p10 contained
in the InfoBox node (“Node 19f8. . . ”) has been extracted from the Crisis Report
and communicated to analyst Joe by the NGO Officer. Ps highlighted in blue
Fig. 9 shows that at the source of p10 the Crisis Report was created on the basis
of field observations and water samples by the safety coordinator.

These patterns allow us to check the presence of relevant provenance in-
formation that may warrant the credibility of pj and the information about
activities (Acti), entities (Eti), or facts (Fti) pj is concerned with. The pat-
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terns can be integrated into the analysis by applying the argument scheme for
provenance (LPV ) we first introduced in a previous paper [88]:

- Given information pj
- The provenance chain GP ppjq of pj includes pattern Pm of p-entities Apv,

p-activities Ppv, p-agents Agpv involved in producing pj
- Pm is a reason to believe that information pj is true

ñ Therefore, pj may plausibly be true

Critical questions for this scheme are:

CQPV1 : Is pj consistent with other information?

CQPV2 : Is pj supported by evidence?

CQPV3 : Does GP ppjq contain p-elements that lead us not to believe pj?

CQPV4 : Is there any other p-element that should have been included in
GP ppjq to infer that pj is true?

A question “Can it be shown that the information is verifiable?” (e.g.
CQID1, CQCE1, cf. Fig. 6) shifts the reasoning process to provenance analysis.
Questions CQPV1 and CQPV2 shift back to sensemaking by requiring further
evidence for Acti , Eti , or Fti to be supported.

To integrate the provenance elements into the analysis, CISpaces extracts
and shows available patterns Pm to the analyst. The analyst can choose a
pattern deemed important for a specific part of the analysis in the Workbox.
As per crowdsourced evidence, CISpaces provides an argumentative method to
import this in the analysis via a LPV argument scheme. The conclusion already
exists in the WorkBox since pj concerns an Info or a Claim node, and the
premises of LPV form a Pro-Link to provide additional evidence for pj . This is
the case in Fig. 9, where the pattern Ps allows us to instantiate an argument from
provenance whose premises are p30 and p31, representing respectively Ps and the
warrant which justifies the credibility of pj on the basis of Ps. Claims p30 and p31

then provide additional information on why we should believe that “Emergency
response may be using local water supplies ” through a link p30, p31

p
ÞÝÑp10.

Provenance data supporting a claim might be helpful in further stages of
the analysis, and might demonstrate to other analysts that this information
was considered important. On the other hand, a pattern Pm may be a reason
for believing that pj is not credible, based upon reasons expressed by CQPV3
or CQPV4. As discussed in the more general argumentative process (Section
4.1.1), a negative answer to one of the critical questions triggers, a new Con-link
being formed, representing an attack on the premises of LPV , and therefore in-
dicating that pj would not be supported. In our example, looking closely at
the provenance graph of Fig. 9, we notice that from the timestamps attributes
of wasGeneratedBy for the Crisis Report, it appears that this report is one
year older, and therefore likely to be not relevant to the current crisis, raising
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critical question CQPV3. Claim p33 provides support to the critical questions
CQPV3 (p32), which, in turn, undermines p31 (p32

c
ÞÝÑp31) and consequently p10.

Extended patterns looking at the timeliness of information could also be con-
sidered to assess the credibility of a given piece of information automatically as
discussed in our previous work [88].

With the process suggested above, CISpaces supports analysts in extracting
relevant provenance information to be consumed in the process of reviewing
the credibility of evidence and hypotheses. Indeed, looking at the provenance
of the information p10, namely that “Emergency response may be using local
water supplies” and at the arguments that we can extract from it (shown in the
right side of Fig. 9), we can conclude that p10 should not be acceptable as it is
based on a substantially flawed process. This has far-reaching effects: looking at
Fig. 7, accepting p10 is instrumental to accepting p18, which in turn is necessary
for one of the three hypotheses explaining the situation. By knowing that there
is a reason to believe that p10 (and thus p18) is not the case as the piece of
information is not timely, the hypotheses explaining the situation now become:

Hypothesis 1:

– Pumping station explosion because of Gas (p11=IN & p13=OUT)

Hypothesis 2:

– Pumping station explosion because of IED (p11=OUT & p13=IN)

– People illness because of biological IED (p18=OUT & p17=IN)

Note that in Hypothesis 1 we no longer have an explanation for people ill-
ness (p18=OUT & p17=OUT) which would then require further investigation if
Hyp. 1 is to be taken forward.

To conclude, we created a new argumentation schemes for automatically
incorporating relevant patterns linked to provenance of information. In this way,
we effectively support analysts in establishing the credibility of hypotheses, as
demonstrated using our running example.

4.4. System Implementation

CISpaces is a web-based system. CISpaces interface is developed in Python
2.7 and deployed through the Kivy framework [84]. CISpaces clients commu-
nicate with each other and may share analyses using a pub-sub architecture
provided by ZeroMQ [86] which is backed by the CISpaces ZMQ share mes-
saging server. A database server is used for persistence: in our case the Gaian
Database [99] a dynamically distributed federated database, which allowed us to
connect with other services developed within the broader scope of this project
(e.g., [87], see Section 6.2). The AI support is provided by a series of RESTful
services developed in Java [56] and deployed via an Apache Tomcat server [82].
Exchanges are supported via structured json data [38]. These services include:
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Figure 10: CISpaces system architecture

1. the evidence reasoning service responsible for the core evidence-based
sensemaking tasks (see Section 4.1). This includes, for example, the iden-
tification of hypotheses where a call to the service is made every time the
analyst intends to evaluate the current analysis and the results are dis-
played in the interface. The current view of the argumentation framework
is posted to the service structured according to the Argument Interchange
Format (AIF, [16]).

2. two crowdsourcing services to handle the Crowd-sourced evidence (see
Section 4.2): one for the collection of crowdsourced data, one for the
analysis of the results.

3. two provenance services: one for recording, storing and retrieving prove-
nance data, one for the analysis and visualisation of provenance records
as discussed in Section 4.3. All provenance data is stored in the Gaian
Database and is handled and queried via the Apache Jena framework[83].
The provenance is RDF-compliant following the PROV-O ontology[66].

4. a simulated information retrieval service demonstrating how a stream of
information may flow into the system.

In Fig. 10 we depict the CISpaces architecture. Note that the evidence rea-
soning service is currently openly available as part of the newer open source
CISpaces.org [12], see Section 6.2.
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5. Expert evaluation of CISpaces

In this section, we discuss how the AI techniques we developed and imple-
mented in CISpaces may advance performance in intelligence analysis thanks to
an evaluation of CISpaces with subject-matter experts.

Our key question in this evaluation is “Would CISpaces be adopted by pro-
fessional analysts?”. We intend to study: a) whether analysts consider CIS-
paces useful in supporting the analysis process, and b) what characteristics of
CISpaces would influence the adoption of CISpaces. In Section 3 among our
objectives, we discussed the aim of developing a system that supports the pro-
cesses underpinning analysis by integrating and aligning with analysts’ methods
in order for the system to be acceptable to and adopted by practitioners. In
this evaluation we demonstrate that indeed analysts believe that CISpaces is
valuable in this respect. In the following subsections, we provide information
on the methodology, hypotheses and experimental settings (Section 5.1). The
quantitative results are reported in Section 5.2. We follow with a discussion of
these results complemented by a qualitative analysis in Section 5.3.

5.1. Questionnaire and Methodology

We run our empirical study using a questionnaire tool to investigate the
analysts’ response to a potential introduction of CISpaces for routine activities
and its effects on the intention to adopt CISpaces in future. The questionnaire
follows an adaptation of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as proposed
by Davis [23] and its subsequent versions (TAM2, TAM3) [96, 95]. This model
has been developed within the Human-Computer-Interaction literature to as-
sess the acceptability of an information system according to various factors3

measured by indicators,4 and use such factors to predict the potential adoption
of such a system and its use [46, 60, 105]. Factors are often hard to measure
directly and therefore in TAM indicators are used as an indirect measure of
the effects of these factors5. Indicators represent observable characteristics of a
system and their analysis alone is useful to identify whether analysts consider
these as positive characteristics of CISpaces with respect to their current activi-
ties. In addition, this model provides us with a systematic method, through the
analysis of relationships between factors (using PLS-PM as described below),
to determine strengths and weaknesses of CISpaces which might influence the
adoption and use of CISpaces.

In TAM, one of the key factor is Behavioural intention (BI) of adopting
CISpaces in this case, and it is influenced by the Perceived Usefulness (PU) and
by the Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) of the system. Factors BI, PU, PEOU
are the core predictors of Use Behaviour, which represents how likely it is that
analysts will use the system in the future. TAM3 extends the list of factors,

3Other authors use the terms constructs and latent variables: we will consistently use
factors in this paper.

4Other authors use the term determinants: we will consistently use indicators in this paper.
5All factors are measured in a reflective way in this research
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BI – Behavioural intention: the extent to which the analyst intends to use CISpaces.

PU – Perceived usefulness: the extent to which the analyst believes that CISpaces will en-
hance their job performance

PEOU – Perceived ease of use: the degree to which the analyst believes that using CISpaces
will be free of effort

OQL – Output Quality: Perceived improvement on the quality of analysis

GRE – Relevance and Results Demonstrability:

- Relevance of CISpaces with respect to the analyst’s daily job (TAM3-Job Relevance)
- Analysts’ beliefs about whether CISpaces has a positive or negative impact on their

daily job activities (TAM3-Result Demonstrability)

GPS – Perception of system control: Analysts’ control beliefs regarding:

- Analysts’ control beliefs regarding their personal ability to use CISpaces (TAM3-
Computer self-efficacy)

- Analysts’ control beliefs regarding the availability of organisational resources and sup-
port structure to facilitate the use of CISpaces (TAM3-Perception of external control)

GEX – Experience with similar tools: Analysts’ experience with analytical/software tools
similar to CISpaces acquired in previous work and in current activities

Figure 11: Technology Acceptance Model TAM-A adapted for the study

by introducing additional external factors influencing PU and PEOU. While
maintaining the core TAM components (BI, PU, PEOU), in this research, we
adapt the list of external factors introducing some indicators more relevant to
our study. We reduce existing lists to those focussed to a potential adoption of
CISpaces at an early stage of development and exclude those directly focussed
on actual usability since analysts’ direct experience with CISpaces is limited.
In addition, due to the limited number of participants and the reduced number
of indicators, some indicators are regrouped into more general factors.

We adapted our model considering the following three themes: Analysts’
Experience with similar tools, perceived Utility of CISpaces and its potential
for Adoption in daily activities. From these themes we selected and introduced
factors and relationships forming an adapted model, referred to as TAM-A.

Experience. In Section 3, the focus group highlighted that analysts use
tools to support their activities, for organising input information, for collab-
oration, sensemaking and reporting. Here we are interested in understanding
whether the analysts’ experience (GEX) with similar tools has a positive influ-
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ence in how they perceive CISpaces’ ease of use.
Utility. TAM3 external factors are pertinent to our evaluation to establish

whether CISpaces features are useful in improving daily activities. Key to estab-
lish the usefulness of CISpaces in our evaluation is the perceived improvement
over the output quality (OUT), where output is the analysis in our work, and
result demonstrability and relevance of CISpaces to the analysts’ tasks (GRE).
Perception of external control and computer self-efficacy (GPS) may positively
contribute to ease of use.

Adoption. The TAM core factors BI, PU, PEOU will reveal whether there
are grounds for CISpaces to be adopted in analysts’ daily activities. Rela-
tionships between BI, PU, PEOU with other external factors might indicate
strengths that can be exploited or weaknesses that need addressing in further
developments of our system.

In Fig. 11 we show the resulting TAM-A graphical model with a description
of each factor. Links to previous relevant TAM3 factors are shown in the figure.

5.1.1. Experiment settings

The participants were six expert analysts from UK and US, who consented to
participate in this academic study and have their opinion analysed and reported
in publications. These participants where different from those involved in the
study presented in Section 3. While recognising that the participant sample is
relatively small, this is a highly expert group of participants in a field where
recruitment is challenging.

Our experiment proceeded as follows. Participants were asked to watch a 10
minutes video demonstration of the CISpaces tool using a motivating scenario
similar to our running example. The video showed step by step how to create
an analysis, the use of argumentation schemes, crowdsourcing, provenance and
the automatic evaluation of hypotheses. After watching the video, participants
were asked to respond in writing to a set of closed and open questions using
the questionnaire tool (TAM-A). The questions were provided to the analysts
in a semi-randomised order with respect to the indicators of TAM-A. In to-
tal, participants were asked to respond to thirty-five multiple choice questions,
evaluated using a 5-points Likert scale, and seventeen related open questions
aimed at gathering further information on specific system features. Questions
are provided in Appendix D.2. We believe this methodology was suitable for
our research questions, the participant sample and the participants’ limited en-
gagement time available for our experiments.

The system used for evaluation is as described in Section 4, which developed
from our previous version [90] in interactive components — including more ro-
bust and reliable integration of crowdsourcing and provenance analyses, and
collaborative features — and additional AI functionalities — including prefer-
ence handling and additional information retrieval (see [87, 88]). Note that these
latter additional functionalities, however, are out of the scope of this research
and have not been used for evaluation.
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5.1.2. Hypotheses

In formulating our TAM-A questionnaire, we considered what insight could
be derived from indicators of characteristics of CISpaces alone, and from the
relationships between factors constructed from indicators. We, therefore, iden-
tified two hypotheses for the study:

Hypothesis 1. Analysts respond positively to indicators demonstrating that
CISpaces is considered useful in supporting the analysis process.

Hypothesis 2. All factors (OQL, GRE, GPS, GEX, PU, PEOU) have a pos-
itive effect of the degree of intention (BI) to use CISpaces.

Positive evidence for our hypotheses would support our general hypothesis
that analysts are likely to intend to use CISpaces in their daily activities. This
is based on the assumption [95, 105] that behavioural intention of adopting
CISpaces would have a generally positive effect on actual use if this was to be
deployed in future intelligence systems.

The analysis of results proceeded as follows. For H1, the individual fac-
tors extracted from the TAM-A model are analysed individually to establish
analysts’ response to the introduction of CISpaces in routine activities.

For H2, following common research on TAM models [95], the data collected
was analysed using the Partial Least Square Path Modelling approach (PLS-
PM)[50]. This method combines factor analysis and regression by attempting to
build correlations between the nodes of the graphical model in Fig. 11 along their
edges6. Our assumption is that all edges in Fig. 11 represent a positive influence
and we number each edge a sub-hypothesis. For example, H2.1 indicates the
hypothesis that the perceived improvement of Output Quality has a positive
influence on Perceived Usefulness. We note that the PLS-PM procedure was
run with a very small sample, imposing important limitations in the estimation
power and in validating statistical significance. Therefore, this analysis only
provides limited suggestions on the strength of the contribution of the factors
to the degree of intention to use CISpaces.

To complement our hypotheses, we analysed answers to open questions and
we provide quotes to support our claims. Answers were simply coded in positive
comments, negative comments, or explanations given the short nature of the text
provided.

Our results from the quantitative analysis are reported briefly below (see
further details in Appendix E), and we then follow by contextualising our qual-
itative and quantitative results according to the themes that have guided the
development of TAM-A : Experience, Utility and Adoption.

5.2. Results

Indicators. Figure 12 summarises the results gathered from analysing the an-
swers to the questionnaire using median and related interquartile ranges for

6The analysis was run using the R [85] package plspm [75, 74]
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a coding 1–5, where 1 indicates strong disagreement, and 5 indicates strong
agreement; red and blue are used to show the two respective polarities. De-
tailed results are provided in Appendix E.1.

In order to understand whether the questionnaire given to analysts measures
the same factor (agreement with the statement), a Cronbach’s alpha [22] was
run on the full results. We obtained a value of 0.89 indicating a high level of
internal consistency for the scale used.

Questions related to experience have varied medians indicating more or less
experience with a specific method similar to that used in CISpaces. For the
remaining questions, we note that the median of most answers is above neutral
(coded with value 3), which indicates generally an agreement with the state-
ments. Our results provide positive evidence for Hypothesis H1, CISpaces is a
useful tool to support analysts’ tasks.

Factors and Relationships. PLS-PM runs in two phases, the first to establish the
viability of the measurement model and evaluate the correlations between the in-
dicators and their represented factors, and the second to evaluate the structural
model, the hypothesised relationships between factors. Strength and direction
of relationships obtained are shown in Fig. 13 and for convenience in the expla-
nation we use arrows ÒÓ to represent positive or negative influences respectively.
The figure also reports the regression weights, and the coefficients of determi-
nation of the factors, R2. The effects between all factors but PEOU Ñ BI are
statistically significant at p ă 0.05 with the limitations indicated above and high
values of R2 indicate that most of the variance in PU, PEOU, BI can be ex-
plained by their independent factors. We obtain positive influences between the
relationships H2.2:GREÑPUÒ, H2.4:GEXÑPEOUÒ, H2.6:PUÑBIÒ, and nega-
tive influences between the relationships H2.1:OQLÑPUÓ, H2.3:GPSÑPEOUÓ,
H2.5:PEOUÑPUÓ. H2.7:PEOUÑPUÓ is negative but not significant. While re-
vealing information on the strength of these relationships, this analysis showed
that the model created is limited in representing the data collected and in pre-
dicting power, with limitations in the measurement model and in the structural
model, where indicators are only partially representing their factors and to an
extent the relationships contradict common TAM results. We believe this is due
to the limited sample size. Interpreting these values need caution due to these
limitations, hence the conclusions we can draw are tentative observations used
to complement the analysis. Further information on this analysis is provided in
Appendix E.2.

5.3. Evaluation Discussion

We now discuss the results of the sub-hypotheses associated to the three
groups of factors (Experience, Utility, Adoption) by analysing quantitative re-
sults and answers to the open questions.
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Figure 12: Results Summary for all groups

5.3.1. Experience: Does Analysts’ previous experience align with CISpaces Fea-
tures?

The first set of results, on the left-hand side of Fig. 12, shows the indicators
of analysts’ experience (GEX): the first five indicate experience with analytical
or software tools similar to those employed in CISpaces in previous work, while
the subsequent five indicate current similar experience. With the exception
of crowd-sourcing (GEX4), analysts had previous experience with computer-
mediated analytical tools (GEX0), particularly for argument mapping (GEX1),
provenance recording (GEX2), and collaborative analytical tools (GEX3). This
shows that our target expert participant sample is familiar with similar tools.
With respect to the question of whether those tools are currently used in par-
ticipants’ daily jobs, the results are more scattered. Analysts often use tools
for collaboration in particular (GEX8) and provenance analysis (GEX7) as also
highlighted in the focus group (Section 3), while they use argument mapping
tools (GEX6) and crowdsourcing (GEX9) much less frequently.

The analysts’ answers to our open questions informed us of similarities and
differences of CISpaces compared to other analytical tools. Some examples are
reported below.
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Figure 13: PLS-PM Structural Equation Modelling Results, ˚p ă .05

‚ Analyst E: There are small similarities, there are other tools that seem
more robust but they are not exactly like CISpaces.
‚ Analyst F: CISpaces incorporates some features of other analytical
platforms, but clearly goes much further. The provenance support is
unique in my experience.

These quotes show agreement in similarities with other tools particularly for
example with link analysis tools (see Section 2). This comparison also shows
drawbacks, some due to CISpaces being a research-level prototype which would
require a more reliable and robust infrastructure for deployment. In answer-
ing these questions, it is also important to note that the system was directly
compared by analysts with fully deployed commercial tools commonly used,
highlighting intention and potential for adoption.

5.3.2. Utility: Do Analysts believe that the features of CISpaces are useful in
improving daily activities?

The second group of results in Fig. 12 report factors about features of CIS-
paces: improvement on output quality (OQL); relevance and result demonstra-
bility (GRE); and ability to control and use CISpaces (GPS). Overall, analysts
believe that CISpaces provides satisfactory features to fulfil these requirements
as shown by medians mostly placed in the agreement part of the graph.

More specifically, there is evidence for the following factors:

• OQL: Analysts agree that CISpaces has the potential to improve and
facilitate the analysis process

• GRE: Analysts agree that CISpaces is relevant, important, and pertinent
to their daily activities. There is also a general agreement among analysts
in being able to identify and explain the useful characteristics of CISpaces.
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• GPS: There seems to be agreement in the perceived control of CISpaces,
which is considered easy to use (GPS2). Analysts highlight that the system
may not be compatible with other systems (GPS3), as expected being a
research-grade prototype. There is disagreement on whether the system
would change the way analysts work in daily activities (GPS4). Analysts’
daily job can be completed using CISpaces (GPS0), although training
would be important (GPS1). The PLS-PM analysis confirms that GPS is
the least well represented factor by its indicators.

Output Quality. The perceived improvement on output quality was investigated
further as this is an important reason for adopting the CISpaces solutions as
novel approaches to intelligence analysis. To formulate the specific questions re-
garding this factor (OQL), we have identified, through our previous focus group
(Section 3), and analysis of the literature (Section2) five criteria as key to as-
sess analysis: time, robustness, confidence in the analysis, expression of intent,
and decision-making over plausible hypotheses (OQL0–OQL4). Figure 12 shows
that analysts agreed with the proposition that CISpaces provides improvements
across all these dimensions. In response to whether there are any further crite-
ria to consider, analysts highlighted in particular the confidence in the source
documentation and the recognition of limitations of the available information to
avoid analysis only based on existing data.

We further asked analysts to define a robust analysis to better understand
what contributes to this process.

‚ Analyst A: Amount of data used and experience of the analyst.
‚ Analyst B: Robustness means details for me.
‚ Analyst C: Analysis proven by a large amount of information.
‚ Analyst D: Conclusions arrived at via logical analysis based on solid
data. The uncertainty is noted in the report, along with possible alter-
natives.
‚ Analyst E: The assurance that analysis has been subjected to critical
review and been found to rest upon good data and good assumptions;
undertaken according to valid methodology.
‚ Analyst F: Audit trail of the conclusion and how it was developed.

These answers show the importance placed on the rigour of the sensemaking
process of analysis. Complementing the results on the output quality, these
answers give some positive indication that the support that is offered by CIS-
paces can positively contribute to the analysts objectives and priorities during
analysis in their daily activities.

Time. We note that there are conflicting views on whether the use of the system
may — to a certain extent — limit the speed of the work (which is a critical
characteristic for analysis as suggested in Section 3), particularly as it requires
recording all analytical processes and may require additional training to use
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the argument mapping system. This is visible in the disagreement of GPS
indicators but also in the scores of Output Quality (OQL0), where time is the
only dimension with lower scores, albeit positive, highlighting a similar point
that creating a visualisation of the analysis comes with a cost. When discussing
disadvantages analysts expand on this issue:

‚ Analyst A: A weakness is in the time it would take to create the visu-
alisation. It might be a better tool for training intelligence analysts.
‚ Analyst B: having to write them all nodes out and build the diagrams
will increase the time required tenfold, and time is the one thing that
analysts don’t have.

Tradeoffs between advantages of graphical representations of analysis and
time and effort required to create those is an active research problem in the
area of visual representations, highlighting that different representation types
determine what information can be perceived [106] and where different media
may have advantages and disadvantages in providing contributions [71]. Be-
yond the objectives of this research, these tradeoffs would need consideration in
interface design and further studies in future deployments of CISpaces.

Training. We additionally asked analysts about the perceived burden for train-
ing to use CISpaces. All analysts reported that a training module and manual
are fundamental to be able to use the system. Furthermore, analysts highlighted
other important training requirements:

‚ Analyst A: Understanding argumentation theory and analysis of com-
peting hypotheses.
‚ Analyst B: Determining how the information would flow into CIS-
paces is complicated as it depends on the type of analysis. In general,
it is an easy to understand software and should have a short training
requirement for analysts which are computer literate.

Processes. Having discussed the general perspective of analysts views on CIS-
paces, we have also asked specific questions regarding the advantages in relation
to the three core processes where automated support is provided: sensemak-
ing, provenance and crowdsourcing through open questions. In highlighting
strengths of the support to the analysis process, analysts mention:

‚ Analyst B: The strength is the visualisation of two (or more) hypothe-
ses. Seeing where each hypothesis is supported can help determine which
is the better choice.
‚ Analyst D: An individual’s reasoning is documented for others to fol-
low/collaborate on.
‚ Analyst E: It serves as a forcing function. [to structure the analysis]
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For sensemaking there is consensus that the system would help share world
views between teams, and while reservations remains with respect to time taken
for creating the visualisation, mid to long term analyses would particularly
benefit from this approach. Analyst C suggested that CISpaces allows others to
see the reasoning behind hypothesis so that everyone can view what an analyst
was thinking when they were trying to understand the situation and could better
identify questions. Analyst A added “It lays out visually for everyone to see
where there are issues.”

With respect to crowdsourcing, analysts agree that this is a useful capability,
bringing new information to the analysis. Opinions are more divergent in that
care should be taken to control reliability and expertise of the crowd to avoid
potential misinformation. Active research in the area of crowdsourcing focus on
establishing and ensuring reliability of reports and can be easily integrated with
CISpaces (e.g.,[58]).

Finally, analyst A informed us of issues with provenance of the analysis:
“Often a single piece of information can be reported in different ways causing
an analyst to believe there are several separate pieces of information rather than
a single one reported multiple times”. All analysts agreed that tracking and
analysing provenance is a very important feature provided that it remains non-
editable and unobtrusive unless requested as currently designed in CISpaces.

5.3.3. Adoption: Do analysts believe that there are grounds for CISpaces to be
adopted in their daily activities?

In the right-hand side of Fig. 12 we report the results for the last group. As
for the previous questions, we notice a general agreement of analysts in perceived
usefulness of the tool, and intention to adopt the system. There are, however,
some drawbacks in perceived ease of use (PEOU0, PEOU1).

To better understand the causes of these drawbacks and how they impact the
general behavioural intention, we turn to the results obtained with the analysis
of PLS-PM, in other words considering whether there are relationships between
the factors that could inform positive or negative contributions to the intention
of adopting CISpaces.

In relation to perceived ease of use, we found a moderate positive effect of
experience (GEXÑPEOUÒ) with similar tools. This presumably means that
the more experience analysts have with similar tools, the easier it would be for
them to use CISpaces. Disagreement in perception of system control can hinder
these results (GPSÑPEOUÓ), however.

For perceived usefulness (PU), we note that the most influential contribution
is provided by the relevance and result demonstrability factor (GREÑPUÒ), but
ease of use negatively influences the results (PEOUÑPUÓ). A relative minor
negative influence on PU is given by perceived improvement in output quality
(OQL) which is contradicting our assumption. OQL ratings are higher than PU
in particular with respect to robustness, accuracy, expressiveness, and decision-
making, showing that there is confidence in improvement perceived, but this is
likely to indicate that to obtain more positive results in perceived utility, other
features influencing ease of use need to be improved for adoption.
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The most positive contributions to behaviour intention (BI) are provided by
the perceived utility PUÑBIÒ and indirectly this is provided by the relevance
and result demonstrability factor (GRE). The ease of use indirectly and directly
negatively influences BI even though the influence is relatively minor.

Corroborating our previous results this shows that while the principled solu-
tions provided by CISpaces are deemed important and relevant for the analysts’
daily activities, it is as important for adoption to ensure that the system is us-
able and integrated with other systems that analysts use. Further developments
of CISpaces together with follow up user studies are needed to draw conclusions
on the interface usability aspects of the system, which is, however, beyond the
scope of this evaluation.

Our last open questions to analysts were in relation to additional capabilities
and applications of CISpaces. The possibility of automatically creating intelli-
gence reports from the analysis following some examples from previous research
[35] was envisaged as potential additional feature of CISpaces, and when asked
all analysts agree that this would be very useful. In terms of applications, an-
alysts highlighted opportunities specifically for analysis with medium to long
term timeframe, such as for strategic analysis (Analysts B,D and E), and for
complex problems with many moving parts and numerous analysts collaborating
(Analysts A,C,D,and F). The use of CISpaces for training has been highlighted
as an important opportunity and further to record the analytical process and
ensuring robustness (Analyst F).

When looking at the ability to share information, besides some specific inter-
face and usability issues which could be addressed with further development to
higher technology readiness levels, a concern emerged in relation to the ability
of sharing information, with issues raised about security restrictions and limited
bandwidth. Analysts also recommended attention when deploying CISpaces in
working environments to ensure compatibility with systems the organisation
already adopted, to mitigate additional effort in training and usage.

5.4. Evaluation remarks

To conclude the discussion, our analysis suggests that the principled AI
methods implemented in CISpaces have potential to advance performance in in-
telligence analysis. CISpaces has been designed to be a basic research prototype
(TRL 3), nevertheless, during the evaluation analysts compared it with com-
mercial systems they use everyday highlighting intention to adopt the system.
Analysts also agree that the AI methods implemented in CISpaces are useful in
improving their daily activities, in particular thanks to the perceived utility of
the outputs CISpaces generates. Analysts recommended that appropriate train-
ing and integration with other systems is provided. Tradeoffs have been also
highlighted in the time required to build a visualisation which inevitably has
a cost. The highlighted drawbacks in CISpaces, however, do not lie on the AI
methods underpinning the system: for successful adoption, CISpaces will need
data integration with existing organisational standards both for the input and
the output of information as well as more advancements in the user interface.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Related work

Formal models of argumentation are used to capture different types of con-
flicts arising between information [2, 100], to resolve these conflicts [28, 54, 94],
and to evaluate the reliability of conclusions [61, 88]. Argumentation techniques,
however, focus on decision-making, and such methods may require training to
be used by analysts due to the extensive formalisation required. Argument map-
ping provides intuitive and effective support for critical thinking [29, 70], and
shows advantages particularly in enriching and understanding of a problem over
for example text representations [10], but does not offer support for reasoning.
Argument mapping and formal argumentation can be combined to visualise and
analyse arguments or conclusions [69, 47]. In this work, we also combine these
approaches to enable analysts to directly interact and benefit from a computa-
tional model of argumentation in the construction and evaluation of hypotheses.
We chose a subset of argumentation concepts and established a formal corre-
spondence with intelligence analysis concepts, which were identified through a
co-design process and verified via a focus group (see Section 3). This subset was
intentionally small to limit the training burden. Recent research has focussed
on establishing connections between formal argumentation and human intuition
(e.g. [14, 21, 89]) and can guide future work on studying formally how analysts’
training approaches and methods align with formal argumentation models.

To support analysts in better selecting hypotheses, we employ crowdsourc-
ing to facilitate the acquisition of additional evidence and provenance to explore
the credibility of information. In recent research, agent-based approaches have
been applied to crowdsourcing to automate decision-making on behalf of the re-
questors such as who to hire, [40], which is more akin to a trust decision making
problem. More traditional approaches focus on result aggregation to mitigate
biases from unreliable sources [6, 58, 102]. Similarly, work on provenance is pri-
marily concerned with data quality and interoperability [33]. In this research,
we study how to automatically interpret provenance and crowdsourced data to
assist analysts and integrate this information in generating coherent explana-
tions of observed evidence.

Provenance is a novel application for argumentation-based frameworks. The
approach that first discussed the use of arguments underpinned by provenance
is Chorley et al. [20], where provenance is recorded for justifications provided by
users during the assessment of policy options. Using provenance for assessment
of information quality has also been explored. Hartig and Zhao [33] proposed a
measure of timeliness using a specific model of provenance, according to creation
and access time. In our research, we provide a method to extract information
from the provenance elements according to simple intuitive patterns. More
complex quality measures could also be extracted providing further automation
to the analysis of provenance [88, 63].
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6.2. Comparison with other tools

The AI techniques we implemented in CISpaces advance intelligence anal-
ysis across several dimensions: (1) visual exploration of relationships between
pieces of information; (2) sensemaking and hypotheses generation; (3) evidence
gathering via crowdsourcing; (4) provenance reasoning; (5) collaboration with
other analysts. In related research efforts, we also experimented with social
sensing [87] and with automatic information extraction from OSINT and report
creation via natural language generation [15] via the spin-off CISpaces.org [12].

To our knowledge, no other tool allows for such capabilities while ensuring
a coherent and consistent analyst experience. There are, however, several tools
that can be exploited for each of the previously mentioned capabilities.

6.2.1. Information collection and hypotheses generation

Existing visual analytics tools are primarily concerned with supporting the
development of situational understanding by identifying links among — and
structures present in— existing information. For instance, i2 Analyst’s Notebook
[37] offers a suite of views for analysts to organise and link information and per-
form sophisticated network analyses. Jigsaw [78] enables analysts to explore dif-
ferent views of information available for decision-making, including viewing re-
lationships among entities, documents, topics and visualising event/observation
time lines. INVISQUE [72], together with a number of other tools that regularly
participate in the visual analytics challenge [98], offers a “suite” of perspectives
over data that can be used by analysts to query and support sensemaking by
facilitating access to evidence. Generally these tools are primarily focussed on
organising and collating information for the analysis to take place, but on the
other end of the conceptualised model of intelligence analysis proposed by Pirolli
and Card [64], once analysts have formulated available hypotheses, a variety of
tools are designed to support hypotheses evaluation and selection. For example,
the Xerox PARC ACH tool [79], the Open ACH [8] and others (e.g,[81]) provide
automated means to perform a weighted ACH propagating uncertainties from
evidence to hypotheses to weigh alternatives. As discussed in Section 2, a recent
study from Baber et al. [1] shows that systems available to analysts are limited
in providing support for hypotheses exploration and CISpaces is designed to
address this gap.

6.2.2. Provenance Reasoning

As discussed in Section 4.3, the origins of information (including information
from the crowd), and how and by whom this information is interpreted during
analysis are important to establish the credibility of hypotheses. Provenance
can be used to annotate how, where, when and by whom some information was
produced [55]. CISpaces is almost unique in its ability of supporting reasoning
about provenance to the point of having the possibility of semi-automatically
refute hypotheses on the basis of provenance information. Among the few other
tools addressing this issue, TRELLIS [31] enables information received from dif-
ferent sources to be suitably annotated, highlighting contradictions and how
these relate to the trustworthiness of sources.
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6.2.3. Collaboration with other Analysts

Although we did not stress it in this paper, CISpaces allows for the creation
of shared canvases so to enable multiple analysts to operate on a same view
of the analysis. Among other tools providing similar capabilities, CACHE is
a collaborative ACH environment offering some support during the process of
deciding upon the most likely hypothesis [5]. The CACHE tool provides shared
access to enable participants to weigh evidence as a team. The paper describing
CACHE [5] also includes a user evaluation of the system, studying the effects
of group composition in mitigation of biases through computer mediated ACH.
The experiment shows the potential for collaborative systems to support the
process of analysis and have influenced both our research and evaluation. Both
CISpaces and CACHE appear to be useful for the work of analysts. Among
other tools, Entity Workspace [4] supports collaboration in comparing and de-
ciding upon the most likely hypothesis. POLESTAR [62], instead, allows the
sharing of an individual portfolio of analysis, enabling different users to make
suggestions/critiques.

6.2.4. Information requirements, Crowdsourcing and Social sensing

To make sense of a situation, analysts need to rapidly analyse and link this
information to other contextual evidence, to identify explanations of the envi-
ronment. Gathering additional information is necessary to avoid the rejection
of hypotheses on the basis of insufficient evidence [34] as also highlighted by an-
alysts in our evaluation (Section 5). Information requirements can be targeted
by evaluating the value of information and argumentation frameworks similar
to that presented by CISpaces may be suitable for this purpose [71].

The variety of sources that analysts must take into account has recently
changed significantly in particular for what concerns open source intelligence
(OSINT) such as social media. There are real challenges concerning how to
exploit OSINT in effective and reliable ways; for example, the nature of social
media sources is such that it is often difficult to distinguish between witness
information and hearsay. Reliability of sources and reports is an important
concern in these settings, CISpaces can be extended to include more complex
aggregations of results to mitigate these issues [58, 57] or with automated sup-
port in detecting those responsible for propagating misinformation [59]. Further,
this should not be seen solely as analysts passively consuming open source in-
telligence, but utilising networks of contributors through crowd-sourced queries.
For instance, public platforms have been shown to be useful sources of informa-
tion in disaster response, for example in mapping the geography of Haiti after
the 2010 earthquake [107]. Social networks have created greater opportunities to
leverage social sensing as methods to collect data about the environment, and in
[87] we demonstrated how conversational interfaces can be linked to CISpaces.
In social sensing, people act as sensors, share information within a network or
respond to data or opinion requests [7].

There are several other research directions for crowdsourcing in intelligence
analysis. The role of crowd-sourced intelligence and its classification within
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traditional or new parameters, is itself an active research topic, e.g., [80]. Re-
cently, the IARPA CREATE project [36] led the development of the SWARM
Systems [77], a collection of platforms for integrating analytics techniques and
informal argumentation to support analysis through crowd-sourced intelligence.
The SWARM interface provides a portal which combines capabilities of question-
answering platforms and shared document editing systems. Groups in the pub-
lic and professional domains can contribute with draft reports and opinions to
intelligence requirements. A recent evaluation of SWARM demonstrates im-
provements in the quality of the reports provided when using the system [30]
highlighting the potential for systems to include crowdsourced contributions.

6.2.5. Additional capabilities and CISpaces.org

Developments in natural language text analysis and computational linguis-
tics have enabled greater automation in information extraction. These methods
aid in the discovery of criminal groups, patterns of interaction, activity time
lines, and so on. Event extraction and characterisation may also be provided
from news articles [51], and other research has concentrated on the analysis of
more complex texts. XIP-Cohere [24], for example, uses mixed automatic and
human annotation to extract and summarise contrasting ideas from documents.
Mining arguments from intelligence analysis reports has been studied in [41]
following the significant developments in the area of argumentation mining seen
in recent years [45]. In CISpaces.org [12], a spin-off of the project we are re-
porting in this paper, we employed natural language processing techniques for
automatic information extraction from Twitter, thus demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of linking the system to OSINT sources.

In addition, CISpaces.org [12, 15] also employs natural language generation
techniques to produce explanations that could be included as reports. To our
knowledge, only the Analyst’s Workspace [35] provides similar functionality.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we illustrate how novel AI methods, based on a combina-
tion of argumentation theory, crowdsourcing Bayesian analysis, and provenance
recording, advance performance in intelligence analysis. Our research is based
on an extensive consultation involving highly-trained, professional intelligence
analysts from UK, US, and international agencies in a process of elicitation of re-
quirements, co-design and co-development of CISpaces and finally an evaluation
of the approaches.

Recruiting experts in intelligence analysis is highly complex due to the nature
of their role, and they are an extremely scarce resource, especially those who are
highly-trained and with extensive expertise. Due to this challenge, the number
of participants in the two studies is limited, however, it is within the lower
end recommendations for qualitative research, specifically concerning purposive
homogeneous studies [53, 32], those being highly focused on analysts’ needs with
similar training background and work objectives.
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Our experiments conclude that the novel, principled AI methods imple-
mented in CISpaces may advance performance in intelligence analysis. During
the evaluation, CISpaces— despite having being designed to be a basic research
prototype (TRL 3)— has been benchmarked against commercial systems being
used everyday by analysts. Analysts agree that the AI methods implemented
in CISpaces are useful in improving their daily activities, in particular thanks
to the perceived improved utility of the outputs CISpaces generates. Analysts
suggest that CISpaces has potential particularly for collaborative and complex
analysis, training novice analysts and to maintain an audit trail of the forma-
tion and selection of hypotheses. The analysts’ evaluation highlights drawbacks
in CISpaces that, however, lie not in the principled solutions, but rather in its
interfaces with the data sources and with the user. For successful adoption CIS-
paces would need further integration with existing systems and further training.
These aspects, while being essential for commercialisation, are beyond the scope
of this paper.

In designing CISpaces, we worked closely with professional analysts to design
a set of objectives for our system to help structure and record analysis, and facil-
itate and improve the quality of analysis through automated support. Our sup-
porting features include reasoning about plausible hypotheses through a small
set of computational argumentation concepts, support to analyse provenance of
information and aggregate and report crowdsourced information. While CIS-
paces is unique in bringing these features together, this is a limited set address-
ing only some aspects of the analysis problems and there are many directions
in which a system such as CISpaces can be expanded. For example in Sec-
tion 6, we noted important current research trends in extracting and analysing
large amount of information from open sources such as social media or open
crowdsourcing tasks. Current advancement on argument mining may help im-
port arguments from secondary sources. Automatically establishing credibility
of this information and likelihood of events would further inform analysis and
have potential to improve analysts’ tasks. Further and more complex policies
for collaboration and integration of analyses would also be beneficial as sharing
intelligence is often a critical issue between organisations. Future work may
focus on identifying autonomous methods to integrate evidence analysis themes
more tailored to specific intelligence requirements, in similar ways as we import
crowdsourcing and provenance in CISpaces, for example for geo-spatial data or
event causality.

From an evaluation perspective, follow up studies with analysts would be im-
portant to better understand the extent of the support that CISpaces provides,
and to establish the level of training needed for analysts to model a problem
in terms of argument components. Future work in this direction would provide
a more in-depth evaluation of the potential for the use of this system as well
as further insight into the most suited level of automation for analysis tasks.
In future, the restricted set of argument components we have chosen for CIS-
paces can be extended (e.g., with preferences, strict rules, additional schemes
and critical questions, or alternative semantics), supported by studies focussed
on understanding tradeoffs between components and training burden required
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to adopt these new concepts.
CISpaces is devised to support intelligence analysts in the military, how-

ever, there is growing need for tools supporting deep thinking and which limit
cognitive biases in a variety of disciplines, which may benefit from the CIS-
paces support from scientific enquiries [13] to legal analyses [11] demonstrating
its versatility. CISpaces.org [12] shows that a substantial part of the code we
developed for CISpaces can be easily adapted to different graphical user inter-
faces. Our research and evaluation demonstrates the potential of an integrated
tool building on state-of-the-art AI and argumentation-based techniques to aid
human effort in better interpreting evidence in highly complex environments.
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Appendix A. Mapping CISpaces to ASPIC+

Here we give the formalisation of the mapping from CISpaces to ASPIC+
[54] argumentation framework, which is restricted to ordinary premises and
defeasible rules without preferences, and we discuss how the argumentation
schemes are considered in this formalism (see Section 4.1).

Appendix A.1. An ASPIC-like argumentation framework

Definition 1. An argumentation system AS is a tuple xL,s,Ry where L is
a logical language, s is a contrariness function, and R is a set of defeasible
rules. The contrariness function, s, is defined from L to 2L, s.t. given ϕ P sϕ
with ϕ, φ P L, if φ R sϕ, ϕ is called the contrary of φ, otherwise if φ P sϕ
they are contradictory (including classical negation  ). A defeasible rule is
ϕ0, . . . , ϕj ñ ϕn where ϕi P L.

We refer to a rule α ñ β as r, where α is the antecedent and β is the
consequent.

Definition 2. A knowledge-base K is a subset of the language L. An argu-
mentation theory is AT “ xK,ASy.

An argument Arg is derived from the knowledge-base K of a theory AT .
Let PrempArgq indicate the premises of Arg , ConcpArgq the conclusion, and
SubpArgq the subarguments:

Definition 3. An argument Arg is defined as:

• Arg “ tϕu with ϕ P K where PrempArgq “tϕu, ConcpArgq “ϕ,
SubpArgq “tϕu.

• Arg “ tArg1 , . . . ,Argn ñ φu if there exists a defeasible rule r in AS such
that ConcpArg1 q, . . . ,ConcpArgnq ñ φ P R with PrempArgq “

PrempArg1 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y PrempArgnq, ConcpArgq “ φ and SubpArgq “

SubpArg1 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y SubpArgnq YArg.

Attacks are defined as those arguments that challenge others, and defeats are
those attacks that are successful: we use only rebutting, when two arguments
have contradictory conclusions; and undermining, when the conclusion of an
argument is the contrary of a premise of another argument. Since we do not
consider preferences, attacks are always successful. Moreover, while we do not
explicitly encompass undercutting — when the conclusion of an argument is
the contrary of a defeasible rule — it can be represented with the introduction
of an additional premise, as often considered in literature, e.g. [26, 94] for a
discussion.

Definition 4. An argument ArgA defeats an argument ArgB iff:

• ArgA rebuts ArgB on ArgB 1 iff ConcpArgAq P sϕ for ArgB 1 P SubpArgB q
such that ArgB 1 “tArgB12 , . . . ,ArgBn2 ñ ϕu.
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• ArgA undermines ArgB on ϕ iff ConcpArgAq P sϕ such that ϕ P PrempArgB q.

An abstract argumentation framework [25] AF corresponding to an AT
includes a set of arguments as defined in Def. 3 and a set of defeats as in
Def. 4. Sets of acceptable arguments (aka. extensions) in an AF can be com-
puted according to a semantics. The set of extensions that we consider here
is ξ̂ “ tξ1, ..., ξnu Y tξSu such that each ξi “ tArga ,Argb , . . . u. The extensions
ξ1, ..., ξn are the credulous-preferred extensions identified via preferred seman-
tics; i.e., maximal wrt. set inclusion extensions that are conflict free (i.e., no
arguments in any extension defeat each other), and admissible (i.e., each argu-
ment in the extension is defended against defeats from “outside” the extension).
The skeptical-preferred extension ξS is the unique intersection of the credulous-
preferred extensions.

Appendix A.2. CISpaces Argumentation Theory.

In CISpaces the core view where the analysts construct the analysis is called
WorkBox. Here, we define the mapping of a WorkBox view to the correspond-
ing AT , called WAT . A Pro-link in the Workbox is textually represented as
rp1 , . . . , pn

p
ÞÝÑpφs indicates that the Pro-link has p1, . . . , pn as incoming nodes

and has the outgoing node pφ.

Definition 5. A WAS is an argumentation system xL,s,Ry constructed as fol-
lows:

i. L is a propositional logic language, and a node corresponds to a proposition
p P L. The WAT set of propositions is Lw.

ii. The set R is formed by rules ri P R corresponding to Pro-links between
nodes such that: rp1, . . . , pn

p
ÞÝÑpφs is converted to ri : p1, . . . , pn ñ pφ

iii. The contrariness function between elements is defined as: (i) if rp1
c
ÞÝÑp2s

and rp2
c
ÞÝÑp1s, p1 and p2 are contradictory; (ii) rp1

c
ÞÝÑp2s and p1 is the only

premise of the Con-link, then p1 is a contrary of p2; and (iii) if rp1, p3
c
ÞÝÑp2s

then a rule is added such that p1 and p3 form an argument with conclusion
ph against p2, ri : p1, p3 ñ ph and ph is a contrary of p2.

Definition 6. A WAT is a tuple xK,WASy such that K is composed of propo-
sitions pi, K “ tpj , pi, . . . u, where:

i. for a set of rules r1, . . . , rn P R indicating a cycle (i.e. for all pi that are
consequents of a rule r there exists some r1 containing pi as antecedent),
then pi P K if pi is an info-node;

ii. otherwise pi P K if pi is not a consequent of any rule r P R.

The mapping from WAT to the ASPIC+ framework is similar to that
adopted between OVA+ and various solvers [69] with the exception of Con-
links mapping (w.r.t. Def.5(iii)) and inference cycles (w.r.t. Def.6(i)). CISpaces
stores data in the Argument Interchange Format [16]. In particular, the option
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for an analyst to write p1, . . . , pn linked to pϕ with a Con-link is mapped to
the argumentation framework with a rule that has a contrary consequent to pϕ,
whereas in other frameworks each individual pi with i “ 1, . . . , n is considered
as a contrary to pϕ. Our approach allows the representation of a contrary of a
term ppφ, pϕq Psas in other models, for example an unreliable messenger may
be a contrary for them to be in a position to deliver a message, however it
also permits a compact representation of additional constraints. For example,
inspired by Caminada and Wu’s Tandem example [9], we might consider three
gangs, where each gang would only collaborate with another gang if the third
is not involved. With a representation where a Con-link is created for a pair of
every two gangs against the other, we obtain preferred extensions that include
pair of gangs, rather than a single gang. Additionally, premises of inferences
that form a cycle in existing models are not considered part of the knowledge
base. In our framework, we are able to distinguish between information and
claim nodes, and we chose to consider info-nodes as asserted propositions part
of the knowledge-base.

Hypotheses identification. In CISpaces we use a WAT as translation of a Work-
Box to evaluate plausible conclusions and to show available hypotheses to the
user.

Definition 7. Given an AF corresponding to a WAT , a proposition pi and an
existing extension ξj, pi is acceptable if there is an argument Argi P ξj that has
conclusion pi.

CISpaces uses the efficient solver developed by Cerutti et al. [17] to identify

preferred extensions. Given the set of all extensions ξ̂ in the WAT , the analyst
is presented with n colouring options that indicate when a node contains a state-
ment that can be supported, unsupported or undecided. A node is supported
if it contains a piece of information that is acceptable or is defended against
its defeaters. A node is unsupported if it is rejected, and undecided if it has
insufficient grounds to be either supported or unsupported.

Definition 8. The set of options O “ tO1, . . . , Onu for a WAT is a set of car-

dinality |O| “ |ξ̂| where each option O “ tppi , coliq s.t. pi P Lw, coli P tV,X,?uu.

The assignment of coli for pi given an extension ξj P ξ̂ is:

• coli “V (supported), if pi is acceptable in ξj;

• colj “X (unsupported), if pi is a conclusion of an argument ArgA that is
defeated by ArgB P ξj;

• colj “? (undecided) otherwise.

The set of supported conclusions consists of the supported elements of an
option OVi . Each option is available to the analyst for inspection, and represents
the semantic mapping from extensions to hypotheses as partial explanations of
a world. An example mapping from a WorkBox argumentation theory (WAT )
to an abstract argumentation framework (AF ) and the set of options (in this
case O1, O2 and OS) is presented in Fig. A.14.
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WAT AF
p1 p2 p3

p4 p5

Pro Pro
Con

Con

Arg1 Arg3Arg2

Arg4 Arg5

K “ tp1, p2, p3u

s“ tpp4, p5q, pp5, p4qu

R “ tp1, p2 ñ p4; p2, p3 ñ p5; u

Arg1 : p3 ; Arg2 : p2 ; Arg3 : p1 ;

Arg4 : Arg1 ,Arg2 ñ p5 ;

Arg5 : Arg2 ,Arg3 ñ p4 ;

ξ1 “ tArg1 ,Arg2 ,Arg3 ,Arg5 u

ξ2 “ tArg1 ,Arg2 ,Arg3 ,Arg4 u

ξS “ tArg1 ,Arg2 ,Arg3 u

O1 “ tpp1 ,Vq, pp2 ,Vq, pp3 ,Vq, pp4 ,Vq, pp5 ,Xqu

O2 “ tpp1 ,Vq, pp2 ,Vq, pp3 ,Vq, pp4 ,Xq, pp5 ,Vqu

O3 “ tpp1 ,Vq, pp2 ,Vq, pp3 ,Vq, pp4 , ?q, pp5 , ?qu

Figure A.14: WorkBox Argumentation Theory (WAT ) and its translation first into ASPIC,
and then into a Dung’s Argumentation Framework to derive preferred extensions and hence
intelligence analysis hypotheses.

Appendix A.3. Mapping argumentation schemes

Let us recall once again the argument from expert opinion [100] from Section
4 completed with implicit premises for the conclusion to hold:

- Source E is an expert in domain S containing proposition A,

- E asserts that proposition A is true,

- Implicit: E is a credible source, E is reliable, there is evidence supporting
A

ñ Therefore, A may plausibly be true.

Critical questions include:7

• CQEO1 “How credible is E as an expert source?”;

• CQEO2 “Is E an expert in the field that A is in?”;

• CQEO3 “Is it the case that E has asserted the claim?”;

• CQEO4 “Is E reliable as a source?”;

• CQEO5 “Is A consistent with the testimony of other experts?”;

• CQEO6 “Is E’s assertion based on evidence?”

In a WAT each scheme is translated to a rule. Partially inspired by the
approach of [54, 26], assume that we give predicate-like labels to propositions
contained in each Claim or Info box, a full instantiation of a WAT scheme for
an expert opinion scheme can be seen as:

7In here we use the ordering of critical questions as presented in [100] that slightly differs
from the simplified presentation we gave in Section 4.
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rEO : expertpE ,Aq, assertpE ,Aq,withinpA,S q

crediblepE ,S q, reliablepE q, evidence suppAq

ñ holdpAq

In the presentation above, while representing a single rule, the first line repre-
sents the ordinary scheme, the second line highlights the assumptions and the
third line is the conclusion.

When a specific link is tagged in the CISpaces interface with a particular type
of inference, eg LEO, the premises nodes in turn can be tagged with one of their
premises types. This enables a set of critical questions to be used as pointers
to other arguments that may challenge this inference. When CQs are enabled,
they are showcased on the Workbox as Con-links with a negative answer to the
question. This is however not sufficient to cover the different types of attacks
that a scheme provides, as all attacks will be considered contrary, but we hold
that some critical questions point to contradictory conclusions in particular
when there might be alternative conclusions, but also in case of alternative
premises. In this second case, we have designed undermining critical questions
as ways for an analyst to consider alternative views, in a what-if process, and
therefore prompt the analyst to provide further evidence to discard an option.
Hence, CQs are mapped to a WAT according to the type of attack as:

• undermining CQs as attacks to premises: a Con-link is mapped to a con-
tradictory relation. For example, CQEO2:  expertpE ,Aq

• undercutting CQs challenging an exception of the inference rule. In CIS-
paces, undercuts are contrary underminers to propositions implicit in the
scheme; e.g. CQEO1: non crediblepE ,S q P crediblepE ,S q

• rebutting CQs as contradictions of the conclusions: a Con-link is mapped
to a contradictory relation. For example, CQEO5:  holdpAq.

Following this approach the two core schemes provided in Figure 6 can be
formally translated in rules as shown in Figure A.15, by labelling the proposi-
tions in CISpaces boxes as premises or assumptions in a predicate-like format
as above. In the example in Figure 5 we see a critical question CQCE6 as an
example of an rebutting critical question, asking whether there are other causes
to the explosion at the pumping station alternatives to the IED (Improvised
Explosion Device). Node and text contained in p11 is automatically created
when CQCE6 is enabled on p13. This Con-link is then mapped to a contradic-
tory relationship in Figure 7 leading to the two alternative partial hypotheses
of an explosion due to a natural leak of explosive gases from the water system
between p11 ´ p13.
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Scheme
LCE:

- Typically, if C occurs, then E will occur,
- In this case, C occurs
ñ In this case E will occur

Rule:
rCE : rulepR, C, Eq, occurpCq,
beforepC, Eq, ruletypepR, causalq,noexceptionspRq
ñ occurpEq

Critical questions and contrary relationships:

CQCE1 : Is there evidence for C to occur?  occurpCq
CQCE2 : Is there a general rule for C causing E?  rulepR, C, Eq
CQCE3 : Is the relationship between C and E causal? pi P ruletypepR, causalq
CQCE4 : Are there any rule exceptions preventing E from occurring?  occurpEq

CQCE5 : Has C happened before E? pi P beforepC, Eq
CQCE6 : Is there any other C1 that caused E?  occurpCq

Scheme
LID :

- Acti occurs, and Eti may be involved
- Acti requires property H
- Eti fits property H
ñ Eti is associated with Acti

Rule:
rID : occurpActi q, requiresProppActi ,H q, entitypEti q, hasProppEti ,H q
noexceptionspEti ,H ,Acti q
ñ associationpEti ,Acti q

Critical questions and contrary relationships:

CQID1 : Has Acti happened?  occurpActi q
CQID2 : Is H a necessary property for Acti?  hasProppEti ,H q
CQID3 : Does Eti fit the properties required by Acti?  requiresProppActi ,H q
CQID4 : Are there other entities that fit H?  associationpEti ,Acti q
CQID5 : Is there an exception to H that undermines the association between Eti and

Acti? pi P noexceptionspEti ,H ,Acti q

Figure A.15: Formal arguments for schemes LCE and LID
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Appendix B. Crowd-sourced Evidence

In this section, we outline the technicalities involved in defining and analysing
crowdsourced tasks in Section 4.2.

Definition 9. Given a WAT “ xK,WASy, a crowdsourcing task, T , is a tu-
ple xpt, q,Q, dt, nt, cty where pt is a proposition in K, qt is the overall question
that the task is designed to address, Q “ tq1, . . . , qnu is a set of sub-questions
to be addressed to the crowd, dt is the deadline, nt the minimum number of
participants, and ct the target crowd.

When the task is initiated, as in typical crowdsourcing models, the analyst
creates a form with questions Q, to be answered by the contributors, such that
each question qi P Q is a tuple xtypei, text i, optionsi, ev iy, where typei is ei-
ther categorical or numerical ; text i defines the question asked to the crowd;
optionsi indicate the space of possible answers; and ev i is a function that
maps a number/category to its evaluation tPro,Conu. If typei “ categorical ,
optionsi “ tcati 1 , . . . , cati nu is the space of possible answers, where for each
cati j P optionsi the analyst chooses evipcati j q “ Pro (or Con) if catij is a
reason for believing pt (or  pt). If typei “ numerical : the answers are real
numbers n P R; analysts define evpnq “ tPro,Conu as specific values for n to
be considered as Pro or Con for pt.

A report Ω̂j for participant j contains an answer ω̂jk for each question qk,

Ω̂j “ tω̂j1, . . . , ω̂
j
mu. We only consider complete reports.

• For a categorical question qk with m options, let ni be the number of
participants that reported cati s.t. ω̂jk “ cati, the vector nnn “ xn1, . . . , nmy
represents the count for s participants, such that

ř

j nj “ s.

• For a numerical qk the report is a number ω̂jk “ yi. A set Yk “ ty1, . . . , ysu
represents the reports for s participants.

Appendix B.1. Analysis of collected results

For categorical data we are interested in knowing the probability distri-
bution π of the categories of a multi-valued answer to question qk. Since qk
has m possible outcomes, corresponding to the m categories, answers to qk
represent a discrete distribution parametrised by the vector θθθ “ xθ1, . . . , θmy,
where P pX “ j | θθθq “ θj and

řm
j“1 θj “ 1. Given s the number of par-

ticipants reporting, XXX “ xX1, . . . , Xsy is such that @z,Xz „ discretepθθθq; and
nnn | θθθ „ multinomialpθθθ,

ř

j njq, such that

P pnnn | θθθq “
s!

śm
j“1 nj !

m
ź

j“1

θ
nj

j , with s “
ÿ

j

nj (B.1)

The vector nnn is known as a sufficient statistics for θθθ because it supplies as much
information about θθθ as the original vector XXX does.
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Figure B.16: Bayesian generative model of the report for a categorical question qk with m
options.

From Bayes theorem, P pθθθ | nnnq9P pnnn | θθθq ¨ P pθθθq. We conveniently choose as
prior its conjugate, the Dirichlet distribution parameterised byααα “ xα1, . . . , αmy,
αj ą 0, of the form:

dirichletpθθθ | αααq “
Γ
´

řm
j“1 αj

¯

śm
j“1 Γpαjq

m
ź

j“1

θ
αj´1
j (B.2)

such that
ErXzs “

αz
ř

j αj
(B.3)

In Fig. B.16 we depict the generative model of the report for a categorical
question qk with m options with a Dirichlet prior, from which we can derive the
posterior P pθθθ|nnnq “ dirichletpnnn`αααq.

As discussed in [90], we considered as prior distribution dirichletpC{m, . . . , C{mq
with C “ 2. With this, (B.3) becomes

ErXzs “
nz ` C{m

C `
ř

j nj
(B.4)

In this paper, independently of the chosen prior, the vector εεεk “ pErX1s, . . . ,
ErXmsq refers to the resulting expected values for the m categories of question
qk.

For numerical data, we consider a weighted mean of the s collected reports
Yk for qk. In the simplest case weights wi are assumed to be 1, although these
may vary according to features of the reports as for the prior probability. Then,
for question qk we consider the weighted average of answers:

µk “

řs
i“1 wiyi
řs
i“1 wi

(B.5)

After the aggregation of responses, the results are introduced in the analysis
using an adapted argument scheme from generally accepted opinion of which
the formalisation is provided in Fig. B.17.

Appendix C. Provenance

In this section we explain the formalism underpinning the recording and
exploration of provenance of information presented in Section 4.3.
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Scheme
LCS:

- Given that the crowd C was asked qk and
- Answer A is generally accepted as true
ñ Therefore, A may plausibly be true

Rule:
rCS : requestpK ,C q, crowdpC q, assertpC ,Aq,
posToKnowpC ,K q, crediblepC ,K q, evidence suppAq
ñ holdpAq

Critical questions and contrary relationships:

CQCS1 : Is the claim A supported by evidence? pi P evidence suppAq

CQCS2 : Is the group in a position to know about qk? pi P posToKnowpC ,K q
CQCS3 : Is the claim consistent with others’ claims?  holdpAq

CQCS4 : Does the group present characteristics appropriate for qk? pi P crediblepC ,K q

Figure B.17: Formal argument for scheme LCS

The underpinning language for provenance we use in this research is the
W3C standard PROV Model (PROV-DM [55]). PROV-DM records provenance
in terms of entities, activities, and agents that have caused an entity to be and
it defines seven relationships between these elements (Figure C.18). We refer
to those with a prefix p-. An entity is a physical or conceptual thing such as a
report or a piece of information; an entity may be derived from other entities.
An activity represents a process that acts upon entities; e.g., extracting, creat-
ing entities. Entities are generated by an activity, and they represent resources
that can be consumed (used) by other activities. An activity may inform an-
other activity by triggering it to take place. An agent is something or someone
responsible for an activity taking place such as a person, or a software tool. An
agent may author an entity or it may act on behalf of other agents.

A record of provenance is formed by nodes (p-entities, p-agents, p-activities)
and directed relationships between these nodes. Such a record can be repre-
sented as a directed acyclic graph. We may then explore these graphs using
OPQL [48], a provenance query language that supports lineage queries. Our
extension of OPQL for dealing with PROV-DM is presented in [88], here we
recall the main elements of this formalism.

A Provenance Graph is a graph GP “ pN,Eq where a node n can be of type
p-entity a (from a set Apv), p-activity ap (from a set Ppv), or p-agent ag (from
a set Agpv). The set N is composed by N “ Apv Y Ppv Y Agpv “ tn1, n2, . . . u.
Similarly an edge is labelled with the type of relationship among those defined
in Figure C.18 forming a set E “ EuYEgYEdYEiYEawYEatYEb respectively
representing: a p-activity ap used a (Eu); a p-entity a was generated by ap (Eg);
a p-entity a1 was derived by a2 (Ed); a p-activity ap1 was informed by ap2 (Ei);
a p-activity ap was associated with ag (Eaw); a p-entity a was attributed to ag
(Eat); and a p-agent ag1 acted on behalf of ag2 (Eb).

Nodes n and edges e comprise a set of attribute-value pairs. Given a set of
attributes Att “ tattribute1 , attribute2 , . . . u and a set of corresponding values
Val “ tvalue1 , value2 , . . . u, a mapping function att : E YN ˆ Att Ñ Val asso-
ciates a value to an attribute of an edge or a node. For example, the name Inf1
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Figure C.18: The PROV-DM core [55]

of an entity a1 is attpa1 ,nameq “ “Inf1”, the time associated with a generation
edge e1 “ pa, apq is attpe1 , timeq ““2020-01-22:T11-51-00”.

In CISpaces, we have two datasets available I and P. The dataset I “ t. . . u
includes pieces of information which corresponds to the information contained
on a node pi created in the WorkBox. P contains a graph of provenance data
for information in I.

Usual operations and properties of a graph apply, in particular, the union
of two subgraphs is represented as GP1 Y GP2 whereby GP1 “ pN1, E1q and
GP2 “ pN2, E2q. A directed path is represented as DP pn0, nkq “ pN,Eq with
nodes N “ tn0, . . . , nku and edges E “ te0, . . . , ek´1u such that ei is an edge
directed from ni to ni`1, for all i ă k, and a shortest directed path is one where
the cardinality of the edge set is the minimum.

Definition 10 (Provenance chain). A provenance chain of a node nj in P is a
subgraph GP pnjq “ pN

1, E1q of GP “ pN,Eq

GP pnjq “
ď

nqPN :DDP pnj ,nqq,Enlpnq,nlqPE

DP pnj , nqq

This means that a provenance chain is a graph GP pnjq representing a union
between all the paths from node nj in P to a node nq P N that does not
have successors. The provenance chain GP ppjq indicates a graph GP pnjq of an
entity node nj that is linked to information pj through attpnj , nameq “ pj .
Henceforth, for convenience we will refer to GP ppjq in general discussion, but
the formalisation is presented in terms of the correspondent graph GP pnjq.

Given a provenance graph GP pnjq, a query to the provenance dataset P in
OPQL is made by using graph patterns and pattern matching.

Definition 11. A graph pattern is a pair Pm “ pGM , Cq, where GM “

pNM , EM q is a graph motif and C is a predicate8 on the attributes of the motif.

8Intuitively, C is similar to the SQL condition “WHERE” in a “SELECT” query.
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Figure C.19: Patterns used to query a provenance chain of nodes pi in CISpaces

A graph motif GM is a graph with a certain structure but where nodes and edges
are identified by a variable.

A graph pattern Pm “ pGM , Cq is matched with a graph GP “ pN,Eq if
there exists an injective mapping φ : NM Ñ N such that:

i) @epn1, n2q P EM , the mapping pφpn1q, φpn2qq is an edge in E P GP

ii) predicate C holds in the mapping of GM in GP

The matched graph is a graph identified by xφ, Pm, GP y and referred to as
φPm

rGP s.

A graph pattern is a variable that permits the extraction of the structure
required by the pattern. A 1-node pattern extracts all nodes that are named
with a specific label (e.g.,“Observer”). A 2-node pattern extracts an edge be-
tween two nodes. These 1-node or 2-node patterns are used to perform queries
in order to extract a named node or a named edge with specific attributes. In
CISpaces, we use three composed patterns to record a provenance chain for
a piece of information and query it to extract schemes to be included in the
analysis:

Extraction of information and updates: A pattern Pg for generating enti-
ties takes two entities, a1 and a2, whereby a1 was derived from a2. Activity
ap1 was responsible for generating entity a1 using a2 and it was associated
with actor ag1.

Preparation of a document and primary sources: this is a source pat-
tern Ps where the centre of the provenance record is an activity ap1

that generates the document recorded in entity a1 and uses a number
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Scheme
LPV :

- Given information pj
- The provenance chainGP ppjq of pj includes pattern Pm of p-entities
Apv , p-activities Ppv , p-agents Agpv involved in producing pj

- Pm is a reason to believe that information pj is true
ñ Therefore, pj may plausibly be true

Rule:
rPV : infopJ q, prov chainpGP , J q, pmpPM ,GP ,El1 , . . . ,Eln q,
believablepPM , J q,no missing elementspGP , J q, evidence suppJ q
ñ holdpJ q

Critical questions and contrary relationships:

CQPV1 : Is pj consistent with other information?  holdpJ q

CQPV2 : Is pj supported by evidence? pi P evidence suppJ q
CQPV3 : Does GP ppjq contain p-elements that lead us not to believe pj?

pi P believablepPM , J q
CQPV4 : Is there any other p-element that should have been included in GP ppjq to infer

that pj is true? pi P no missing elementspGP , J q

Figure C.20: Formal argument for scheme LPV

of sources a2, . . . , an. An important attribute qualifies an entity as the
primary source, where attpa, typeq ““Primary Source”. Primary sources
are those that first reported or created the information.

Intelligence requirement or goal of analysis: this pattern Pt is fundamen-
tal for recognising the goal of the analysis. This may also be called an
intelligence requirement or a request for information. Pt denotes the trig-
gering activity ap2 that caused activity ap1 to be executed. Goals are
marked with attribute C : attpa3, typeq “ “Goal”.

The structure of these three patterns is represented in Figure C.19. In CIS-
paces, when the provenance of a node pj in the WorkBox is inspected, the system
queries its provenance chain GP pnjq by finding all correspondent matched parts
of the graph φPm

rGP pnjqs for each of these three patterns Pm P tPg, Pt, Psu.
The resulting matched patterns are shown to the analyst who can choose to
bring a specific matched pattern of interest in the WorkBox in the form of an
instantiated argument scheme. In Figure C.20 we provide a formalisation of
this scheme using predicate-like labels as above.
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Appendix D. Study Material

In this section, we provide further information on the material of the studies.

Appendix D.1. Focus Group

Below we list the guiding questions of our focus group (Section 2).

1. Could you describe typical day-to-day activities of an analyst?
2. What is the timeline for analysis? How long is the process?
3. What is most useful analytical tools to help analysts to make connections?
4. For new analysts on the job, how is the ground knowledge about a topic formed? How do

you get feedback on the quality of work done?
5. What are the techniques to identify new information requirements? What are the criteria

to distribute the new queries?
6. What sort of biases can affect the analysis? How would an analyst prevent such biases?
7. Is trustworthiness of information sources important? What are other factors that lead an

analyst to consider a hypothesis to be more reliable than others? How is previous analysis
used for new tasks?

8. What kind of collaborations would an analyst be involved in? What is making collaboration
effective and how do you communicate?

9. How much of the current role is assisted by technology? Where do you see the most signifi-
cant areas for improvement using technologies that should be possible today?

Appendix D.2. TAM Questionnaire

Below is a list of closed questions used for the experiment described in Section
5 following our TAM-A model. Closed questions required analysts to respond
to a 5-points Likert scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly
Agree). Questions were provided to the analysts in a semi-randomised order,
shown by the question numbers. We indicate questions that have been reported
in the analysis with an inverted scale, meaning that it is the negated indicator
that we would expect would provide a positive contribution to the general factor.

Group 1: Experience

14 During training, job related activities, or personal experience, I have previously encountered
. . .

. . . GEX0: computer mediated analytical tools.

. . . GEX1: argument/mind mapping tools.

. . . GEX2: tools to record provenance.

. . . GEX3: collaborative analytical tools.

. . . GEX4: crowdsourcing tools.

13 In my job I regularly use . . .

. . . GEX5: computer mediated analytical tools.

. . . GEX6: argument/mind mapping tools.

. . . GEX7: tools to record provenance.

. . . GEX8: collaborative analytical tools.

. . . GEX9: crowdsourcing tools.
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Group 2: Features

27. OQL0: CISpaces may help reduce the time of understanding the events and circumstances.
28. OQL1: CISpaces may improve the robustness of analyses.
29. OQL2: CISpaces may improve the confidence in the accuracy of analyses I produce
30. OQL3: CISpaces may help express my thoughts during analysis
31. OQL4: CISpaces may facilitate better decision-making over plausible hypotheses

22. GRE0: In my job, usage of CISpaces may be important.
18. GRE1: In my job, usage of CISpaces may be relevant.
16. GRE2: The use of CISpaces is pertinent to my various job-related tasks.

10. GRE3: I would have no difficulty telling others about the results of using CISpaces.
8. GRE4: I believe I could communicate to others the advantages of using CISpaces.
3. GRE5: I would have difficulty explaining why using CISpaces may or may not be beneficial.

(answers rotated considering “I would have no difficulty. . . ”)

19. GPS0: I could complete the job using CISpaces if I had just the built in help facility for
assistance.

15. GPS1: I could complete the job using CISpaces if I had some training first.

17. GPS2: Assuming I had resources, opportunities and knowledge it takes to use CISpaces, it
would be easy for me to use this system.

21. GPS3: CISpaces is not compatible with other systems I use. (answers rotated considering
“CISpaces is compatible. . . ”)

20. GPS4: The use of CISpaces would completely change the way I work. (answers rotated
considering “. . . CISpaces would not completely change . . . ”)

Group 3: Acceptability

1. PU0: Using CISpaces would facilitate the performance of tasks in my job.
5. PU1: Using CISpaces in my job would increase my productivity.

11. PU2: Using CISpaces would enhance my effectiveness in my job.
7. PU3: I find that CISpaces would be useful in my job.

2. PEOU0: Interaction with CISpaces is clear and understandable.
12. PEOU1: I find that CISpaces would be easy to use.
4. PEOU2: I find that it would be easy to use CISpaces for achieving my goals.

6. BI0 Assuming I had access to CISpaces, I intend to use it.
9. BI1 Assuming I had access to CISpaces, I predict that I would like to use it.

Below is a list of open questions which followed from the previous closed ques-
tions. Each question is tagged with the specific factor the question belongs to.
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Group 1: Experience

25. GEX: Do you see any similarities between CISpaces and other analytical tools?
26. GEX: What are the strengths and weaknesses of CISpaces in respect to the ACH (Analysis

of Competing Hypotheses) tool to perform hypotheses testing?

Group 2: Features

23. GPS: What do you see as a training burden to use CISpaces?
32. OQL: Do you think the output quality criteria listed are relevant criteria?
33. OQL: What is robustness of analysis for you?
34. OQL: Is there any other critical criterion upon which the analysis could or should be as-

sessed?
35. OQL: What parts of CISpaces could address each of the criteria? Why?
36. OQL: To what extent would the structuring of the analysis using con/pro help sharing the

reasoning process with other teams? How would CISpaces affect collaboration? [Video at
5’.47”-7’.16”]

37. OQL: To what extent would the crowdsourcing service help to bring new information into
the analysis? Assuming that all the permissions to send such requests are fulfilled, would
you see it as a useful approach? Do you see any limitations in this approach? [Video at
4’.42”-5’.46”]

38. OQL: To what extent would the recording of provenance inform more robust analysis? Would
you see the automatic provenance import as a useful approach? Do you see any limitations
in this approach? [Video at 7’.17”-9’.29”]

Group 3: Acceptability

24. BI: What would impede the adoption of the tool?
39. BI: If, from the analysis, you could automatically generate a text report (e.g. in PDF or

Word) that summarizes the hypotheses, would you see this as an advantage?
40. BI: What else would you like to see in the tool?
41. BI: What would you see as main applications of CISpaces?

Analysts were given a demonstration video to watch before answering the
questions. The video is included in the Supplementary material.

Appendix E. In-depth Study Results

In this section, we provide further information on the results of the study
discussed in Section 5.

Appendix E.1. TAM-A Detailed Results

Results for questions of each group are reported in Figures E.21, E.22, and
E.23, expanding on Fig. 12.
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Figure E.21: Results for Group 1 indicators: Experience

Appendix E.2. PLS-PM Analysis

PLS-PM runs in two phases, the first to establish the viability of the mea-
surement model and evaluate the correlations between the indicators and their
represented factors, and the second to evaluate the structural model, the re-
lationships between factors hypothesised [74, 19]. Factors are measured in a
reflective way, which means indicators are consequences of the factor.

We note first that, as discussed in Section 5, the analysis is run on a small
number of participants and therefore correlations are sensitive to small varia-
tions and hard to generalise.

The first phase of PLS-PM focussed on determining how well indicators rep-
resent their factors. The results obtained by loadings and cross-loadings are
analysed to ensure unidimensionality of the factors, which indicates whether a
factor is well represented by its indicators. We have removed indicators with
zero variance, as they provide no information on the analysis (GRE1). We have
removed indicators too loosely correlated with their factors where loading was
nearly zero (GRE0). Three cases where the indicator was highly inversely corre-
lated with its respective factor were rotated (GEX3, GEX8 and GPS1). In this
set of results, it is likely that lack of experience with collaborative analytical
tools would better represent the level of experience with general tools particu-
larly in current experience (GEX8) and for consistency in previous experience
(GEX3). Furthermore, disagreement with the ability to completing the job us-
ing CISpaces with due training correlates better with the perception of system
control (GPS).

Following the relevant literature, in Table E.2 we report on the values used
to assess the measurement model and correlation values for all factors. For
unidimensionality of the factors we include: α, Cronbach’s Alpha [22], (recom-
mended to be ą 0.7); ρ, Dillon Goldstein’s rho, (recommended to be ą 0.7);
1-ei, 1st eigenvalue (ą 1); and 2-ei, 2nd eigenvalue (ă 1).

Most of the values indicate homogeneity of indicators according to the recom-
mended values in parenthesis but GPS is the most problematic with low values
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Figure E.22: Results for Group 2 indicators: Utility

of α and ρ, and GEX with low values of ρ showing poor internal consistency
and therefore poor unidimensionality.

The analysis of loadings and cross-loadings in Table E.3 shows that nearly
22/33 indicators have factors loadings above 0.7 (the recommended threshold),
and in addition, 23/33 load correctly to their factors, while the others load
better to other factors, obtaining around 65% of good representative indica-
tors. In particular, those problematic are part of factors GPS and GEX, and
which explain the low values of ρ and α. On the contrary, it is also noticeable
that PEOU, PU, BI are well represented by their factors, indicating that it is
likely that our factor grouping at the roots (or exogenous factors) may need
improvement but the core TAM model is well represented on the other hand.

The second phase of the analysis focuses on constructing and evaluating the
structural model, or the strengths and relationship between different factors
using multiple regressions. We note that most of the factors present an average
variance extracted (AVE) ą 0.5 (reported on the diagonals in Fig. E.2) meaning
that more than 50% variance of the indicators is accounted for. This is with
the exception of GPS and GEX which as noted above are not well represented
factors. The overall prediction performance given by the Goodness of fit (GoF)
is 0.76 slightly over the recommended value of 0.7. As above the results we can
draw are limited, and validation through bootstrapping cannot be achieved due
to low numbers of participants and limited variances in some of the indicators,
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Table E.2: Unidimensionality measures, correlations of factors with AVE on the diagonal.
Grey colored cell indicate values outwith the recommended thresholds.

Fac. α ρ 1ei 2ei OQL GRE GPS GEX PEOU PU BI
OQL 0.86 0.91 3.56 1.05 0.63
GRE 0.89 0.93 3.10 0.76 0.66 0.76
GPS 0.21 0.55 2.45 1.11 -0.55 -0.72 0.37
GEX 0.85 0.02 1.24 0.90 0.78 0.75 -0.41 0.40
PEOU 0.91 0.95 2.56 0.34 0.67 0.84 -0.87 0.77 0.85
PU 0.96 0.97 3.54 0.32 0.42 0.92 -0.51 0.53 0.59 0.88
BI 0.87 0.94 1.77 0.23 0.27 0.85 -0.47 0.45 0.51 0.97 0.89

here our discussion is limited to consider what factors may contribute to or
hinder the intention of using CISpaces.

For this, we can consider the strength of the relationships, which are also
presented in Section 5. The structural model resulting from the partial least
squares analysis is shown in Figure 13, reporting the regression weights, and the
coefficients of determination of the factors, R2. R2 indicates the proportion of
the variation in one factor that is dependent on the variation of the other factor.
The effects between all variables but PEOU to BI are statistically significant at
p ă 0.05,and high values of R2 indicate that most of the variance in PU, PEOU,
BI can be explained by their independent factors. In particular, we obtain the
following relationships:

• H2.1: OQLÑPUÓ, OQL has a negative effect on PU (´0.224, p “ 0.020)

• H2.2: GREÑPUÒ, GRE has a positive effect on PU (1.547, p “ 0.001)

• H2.3: GPSÑPEOUÓ, GPS has a negative effect on PEOU (´0.665, p “
0.014)

• H2.4: GEXÑPEOUÒ, GEX has a positive effect on PEOU (0.497, p “
0.030)

• H2.5: PEOUÑPUÓ, PEOU has a negative effect on PU (´0.567, p “
0.006)

• H2.6: PUÑBIÒ, PU has a positive effect on BI (1.018, p “ 0.011)

• H2.7: there is insufficient evidence for any effect between PEOU and BI
(´0.090, p “ 0.467)

As mentioned above, these significance values cannot be validated through
bootstrapping due to the limited number of participants. We also explore the
indirect effects of multiple paths on the factors as we are interested in what
contributes most to the results obtained. Figure E.24 shows these contributions.
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Table E.3: Loadings and cross Cross-loadings for the measurement model where dark grey
colour indicates the factors, and ˚ shows when the indicator loads with its factor

OQL GRE GPS GEX PEOU PU BI

OQL1 -0.22 -0.25 0.16 -0.08 0.02 -0.34 -0.48
OQL2 0.89* 0.58 -0.38 0.75 0.62 0.34 0.12
OQL3 0.86* 0.49 -0.71 0.66 0.77 0.13 0.00
OQL4 0.86* 0.49 -0.71 0.66 0.77 0.13 0.00
OQL5 0.89* 0.58 -0.38 0.75 0.62 0.34 0.12
GRE0 0.86 0.49 -0.71 0.66 0.77 0.13 0.00
GRE2 0.56 0.96* -0.55 0.70 0.73 0.94 0.84
GRE3 0.60 0.99* -0.74 0.72 0.86 0.92 0.85
GRE4 0.70 0.95* -0.76 0.71 0.81 0.86 0.83
GPS0 0.00 -0.28 0.56* 0.30 -0.14 -0.38 -0.47
GPS1 -0.67 -0.70 0.82* -0.28 -0.59 -0.61 -0.53
GPS2 0.15 0.22 0.25 0.42 0.16 0.21 0.04
GPS3 0.10 0.58 -0.82 0.29 0.77 0.44 0.49
GPS4 0.60 -0.06 -0.34 0.30 0.34 -0.41 -0.52
GEX0 0.37 0.25 0.41 0.63* 0.01 0.28 0.23
GEX1 0.62 0.52 0.11 0.75* 0.23 0.51 0.43
GEX2 0.65 -0.04 -0.07 0.46 0.18 -0.33 -0.37
GEX3 0.00 0.28 -0.19 0.35 0.26 0.27 0.47
GEX4 0.50 -0.06 0.10 0.51* 0.22 -0.35 -0.51
GEX5 0.42 0.56 0.04 0.80* 0.43 0.50 0.40
GEX6 0.49 0.31 0.04 0.85* 0.42 0.11 0.06
GEX7 0.55 -0.07 -0.05 0.53 0.27 -0.40 -0.45
GEX8 0.49 0.84 -0.50 0.86* 0.84 0.71 0.65
GEX9 -0.67 -0.70 0.82 -0.28 -0.59 -0.61 -0.53
PEOU0 0.55 0.67 -0.74 0.63 0.91* 0.40 0.26
PEOU1 0.78 0.81 -0.71 0.91 0.95* 0.53 0.42
PEOU2 0.53 0.83 -0.93 0.58 0.90* 0.65 0.66
PU0 0.22 0.87 -0.47 0.47 0.57 0.96* 0.96
PU1 0.73 0.92 -0.55 0.71 0.63 0.89 0.84
PU2 0.33 0.79 -0.42 0.28 0.39 0.94* 0.87
PU3 0.22 0.87 -0.47 0.47 0.57 0.96* 0.96
BI0 0.22 0.87 -0.47 0.47 0.57 0.96 0.96*
BI1 0.29 0.72 -0.41 0.35 0.35 0.84 0.93*
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Figure E.23: Results for Group 3 indicators: Adoption
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Figure E.24: Direct and Indirect effects on the core TAM factors BI, PEOU, PU.
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